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ABSTRACT

My thesis examines the saliency and power that the personal attributes an
individual is born with (nature variables) and life experiences (nurture variables) have on
an individual's risk taking in trading. My research is motivated by studies in the
psychology, economics and finance literature that posit these variables have an impact on
an individual’s risk taking, albeit not specifically related to trading. My results show that
both nature and nurture variables are significant predictors of risk taking in trading and
imply it is possible to profile an individual’s risk taking propensity in trading by capturing
these factors.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

The objective of my thesis is to examine the explanatory power of the individual
traits that a person is born with (nature variables) and the experiences that the individual
acquires over their life (nurture variables) in determining the level of risk taking they
exhibit during the trading of financial products. My research is motivated by the fact that
both the psychology and finance literature has highlighted a number of nature and nurture
variables that seem to have a bearing on the risk taking propensity of an individual, albeit
not specifically in the context of trading. As examples, risk preferences are shown to vary
by a number of personal attributes, such as gender (Eckel and Grossman (2002)), and
Bernile, Bhagwat and Rau (2016) show that there is a relationship between the intensity
of CEOs’ early life exposure to fatal disasters and corporate risk-taking. A further
motivation for my research comes from my personal observations in more than a decade
of trading professionally at a derivatives exchange. I see firsthand how specific traits that
an individual is born with, and also certain life experiences that the trader has gone
through, profoundly affecting their trading habits. I am convinced therefore that these
nature and nurture variables identified in the psychology literature as having an impact
on more general risk taking also impact on individual trading.

While the literature in psychology, economics and finance has examined some of
these nature and nurture variables in various aspects of risk taking, to my knowledge,
there has been no comprehensive analyses of these variables in the specific context of
trading. I therefore, perform this comprehensive analysis within the context of my
research by linking individuals’ response to surveys on nature and nurture variables with
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the individuals’ actual trading behaviour from trading on a virtual trading simulator that
I design. My findings have implications for the financial services industry, especially in
financial planning and wealth management; career counselling; as well as job seekers and
employers alike - as the nature and nurture variables that I find significant in explaining
risk taking when trading can be used to profile individuals and properly match financial
products and career choices and paths.

To achieve my above stated objective I organize my thesis into five chapters,
including this Introduction. In Chapter 2, I outline my review of the literature in the
psychology, economics and finance disciplines that examines the effect of nature and
nurture variables on individual risk taking propensity. Some of the research I cover
includes evidence that birth order affects risk taking. For example, work by Buss (1995),
who notes, “recurrent adaptive problems” associated with birth-order can cultivate
individual differences. Similarly, Bertoni and Brunello (2016) argue that later-born have
lower risk aversion than first-borns in a study comparing the earnings disparity in the
labour market. The cultural, political and socio-economic environment have also been
shown to affect an individual’s risk preference (Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales (2006); Di
Tella, Galiani and Schargrodsky (2007)). Additionally, a study on idiosyncratic negative
experiences by Bucciol and Zarri (2015) bear evidence that risk aversion is correlated
with only two types of prior life experience – experiencing a natural disaster and the loss
of a child, the latter being more significant.

From these and other works that I discuss in the literature review, it becomes
apparent that there is a strong basis of evidence suggesting the influence that nature and
nurture variables can have on the risk taking by individuals. I hypothesise, however, that
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it is not so much a question of whether nature or nurture variables contribute to explaining
the level of risk taking in trading activities, but whether it is, in fact, a combination of
both. Taken together, my hypotheses outlined at the end of Chapter 2 are designed to test
the vigour that nature and nurture variables can have in explaining an individual’s level
of risk taking in trading activities when I control for certain factors. In this thesis, I control
for an individual’s personal risk taking propensity for investing and gambling, measured
through the Dospert scale (Weber, Blais and Betz (2002)), and the impact that framing
effects (arising from prospect theory) can have on my results.

In Chapter 3, I explain the methodology, data and econometric framework that I
use to obtain the empirical results to test my hypotheses. In this chapter, I introduce the
Virtual Trading Simulator (VTS) that I design and use in my research to conduct trading
games for analyses on the determinants of an individual’s level of risk taking in trading.
Participants in the games trade futures contracts with each other to achieve certain
outcomes, from which I extract raw trading data for my dependent variables; namely trade
size, relative margin utilisation, ticks from market and time in market.

I describe the data collection process for all my dependent variables and provide
details of the futures trading games that all students enrolled in a derivatives course have
to participate in as a component of their internal assessment. I also describe the collection
of data for my explanatory and control variables by means of voluntary surveys of
participants in the trading games. I further explain how I transform the raw trading data
into my dependent variables as proxies for risk taking as well as the coding for my
explanatory and control variables in order to conduct statistical analysis. Finally, I define
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the econometric framework for my multivariate regression analysis, which utilizes
ordinary least squares (OLS) and ordered probit (OP) analysis.

In chapter 4, I provide the empirical results that test my hypotheses. I start by
showing the descriptive statistics and correlations that my dependent and independent
variables have with each other. My univariate results show the significance that my nature
and nurture variables of interest have with my dependent variables that proxy for risk
taking in trading. The baseline results for my multivariate regression analysis shows that
gender and birth order are significant and correctly explain the level of risk taking of an
individual in trading activities as captured by my primary dependent variables of trade
size and relative margin utilisation. The baseline results for my nurture variables show
that only the source of family income, upbringing and major family loss are significant
and correct predictors of risk taking. When I combine both nature and nurture variables,
all my nature and nurture variables remain significant and correct predictors of individual
risk taking in trading activities, confirming my primary hypothesis.

These results

continue to hold even after controlling for the impact of an individual’s risk taking
propensity plus the effect of framing under prospect theory.

In Chapter 5, I provide a conclusion and suggestions for possible extensions to my
research. I also highlight potential applications of my research and the Virtual Trading
Simulator I design, in avenues such as high frequency trading and dark pool trading for
future research.

In conclusion, I present in my thesis the research I conduct and the results that I
obtain to establish the saliency and power that nature and nurture factors can have in
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explaining the risk taking propensity of an individual in trading activities.

The

implication of my findings is significant, particularly in determining an individual’s risk
profile for matching with investment products and career choices, not to mention
contributing to an individual’s self-awareness.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT

In this chapter, I review the literature on individuals’ risk taking in both the
psychology and finance disciplines. Following from the discussion, I then clarify what
motivates my research question. In the final section of this chapter, I set forth my
hypotheses relating to my research question.

2.1 Literature Review

“Many of life’s decisions involve a balance between anticipated reward and risk.
‘Balancing’ between reward and risk is the beginning stage of risk taking. Once the
pattern of gratification becomes habitual there is rarely much deliberation between
opportunity, approach and consummation. For some, a negative outcome is enough to
end risk taking in that area, whereas others never seem to learn from experience.”
Zuckerman and Kuhlman (2000).

Psychologists and sociologists have long studied why personality, attitudes and
beliefs vary across individuals and how they are formed or learned in the first place. For
example, social norms relating to gender differences (Hoffman (1977)); biological
determinants, ecological concerns and major life events (Parke and Asher (1983)).
Traditionally, economists have focused on behaviour, rather than the preferences that
determine the outcomes.

More recently, economists begin to examine preference

heterogeneity and the origins of such heterogeneity. Risk preference varies by personal
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attributes such as gender (Eckel and Grossman (2002)), gender, age, education and
parental background (Hryshko, Luengo‐Prado and Sørensen (2011)); gender, age,
education, income, parental background and height (Dohmen, Falk, Huffman, Sunde,
Schupp and Wagner (2011)). Such variation may be due to biological, environmental or
social factors. Neurological studies by Figner, Knoch, Johnson, Krosch, Lisanby, Fehr
and Weber (2010); Van Leijenhorst, Moor, de Macks, Rombouts, Westenberg and Crone
(2010) identify a correlation between risk-taking behaviour and prefrontal activity; the
frontal lobes of the human brain are where emotion and higher thinking is thought to
emanate. Booth and Nolen (2012) find that girls in single-sex environments exhibit more
risk-seeking behaviour than their co-ed counterparts, implying that risk preferences are
related to social norms and lifestyle.

Evident from the above literature on risk taking in the psychology and economics
fields, individual differences have a role to play in shaping an individual’s risk taking
propensity. I categorise these individual differences into nature and nurture variables and
discuss them herein. Throughout my thesis, I define nature variables as the differentiated
quality or characteristics that one is born with. I further define nurture variables as the
differentiated attributes one acquires through life experiences, both within and outside the
family structure as well as exposure to national culture. There appears to be a mix of both
nature and nurture variables in defining an individual’s risk taking propensity. However,
it is not particularly clear how these nature and nurture variables affect individuals’ risk
taking in the context of trading in the financial market. I discuss further the research that
has been done in the field in the context of nature and nurture variables’ influence on an
individual’s risk taking in general.
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2.1.1 Nature variables

I first discuss the literature that looks at the influence of an individual’s nature
variables in risk taking. Empirical studies in the economics and finance literature have
identified individual attributes, such as gender, that appear to be correlated with a
willingness to take risk (Dohmen, Falk, Huffman, Sunde, Schupp and Wagner (2011)).
Gender difference is also found to be a factor in studies on gender wage gap and genderspecific behaviour in competitive environments (Gneezy, Niederle and Rustichini (2003);
Gneezy and Rustichini (2004)). Cesarini, Johannesson, Lichtenstein, Sandewall and
Wallace (2010) found that genetic variation contributes to roughly 25% of individual
difference in portfolio risk. While showing greater risk taking in males, Byrnes, Miller
and Schafer (1999) also found differences in tasks (such as physical skills) and shifts
between male and female risk taking for successive age levels. Similar study by Nelson
(2015) shows mixed results in the gender gap.

From a Darwinian perspective, birth order is an important element in an
individual’s psychological development. Buss (1995) noted that “recurrent adaptive
problems” associated with birth-order can cultivate individual differences. Despite
common biological and family environmental conditions, birth-order effect can produce
disparate personalities and risk taking among siblings. However, very small associations
were found between birth order and personality traits and intelligence in a study involving
US high school students (Damian and Roberts (2015)). At the same, there is also little
evidence that parenting plays a role in explaining the higher risk taking in later-borns
(Averett, Argys and Rees (2011)). On the other hand, Bertoni and Brunello (2016) argue
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that later-borns have lower risk aversion than first-borns in a study comparing earnings
disparity in the labour market.

Hormonal influence, particularly testosterone, has often been implicated in a wide
range of behaviour in men, including the propensity for risk taking. Digit ratio (fourth to
second finger length ratio) has often been considered as a proxy of pre-natal testosterone
exposure. Apicella, Dreber, Campbell, Gray, Hoffman and Little (2008) found no
significant correlation between digit ratio and risk preference. On the other hand, digit
ratio has been found to be correlated with higher risk taking and empire building
ambitions of entrepreneurs, Guiso and Rustichini (2011).

A prevailing trend from the literature on risk propensity has been the supposition
that an individual’s risk-taking propensity is a stable personality trait, and as such,
individuals can be broadly classified as belonging to a risk-seeking or risk-averse type
(Bromiley and Curley (1992)). Males show greater risk taking propensity than females,
and later-born exhibit a higher likelihood of risk taking in the environmental and mating
pursuits, as Wang, Kruger and Wilke (2009) documented.

2.1.2 Nurture variables

I now discuss the literature that looks at the influence of an individual’s nurture
variables in risk taking. Hill, Ross and Low (1997) examine the effectiveness (i.e. costs
versus benefits) of risk taking from the perspective of age and life expectancy. Their
results show that “risk taking may be more effective than conserving when the future is
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unpredictable; future negative consequences are discounted while potential immediate
benefits are more salient”. While the “current versus future” perspective is helpful,
elaboration with more nature and nurture variables are needed. Wilson and Daly (1997)
found a high correlation between life expectancy across 77 neighbourhoods in Chicago
with community homicide rates. All these suggests that risk taking may be a function of
a person's life course and lifespan expectancy.

Empirical studies by economists have identified a host of individual differences,
such as age, education, parental wealth, cognitive ability and financial literacy that appear
to be correlated with risk taking. Mata, Josef and Hertwig (2016) found that the
propensity to take risk seems to decline with age, albeit this needs to be understood within
the demands of the environment. There is evidence that higher education is positively
correlated to a higher participation in the financial markets, albeit more so for males than
females. This potentially suggests that education has an influence on an individual’s risk
taking (Black, Devereux, Lundborg and Majlesi (2015).

In experimental studies,

Bradbury, Hens and Zeisberger (2014) show that experience seems to induce the
participants to choose more risky financial products and with no regrets as to their higher
level of risk taking. Duh (2016) investigates the effect of family income in childhood and
presents significant evidence that family income resources has a bearing on later-life
money attitudes. Studies have also established that people who are involved in profit
orientated occupations (such as entrepreneurs) display a higher risk taking propensity
than people in occupations for which the goal is stable income needs (such as managers),
Carland III, Carland Jr, Carland and Pearce (1995). Family environment does not have a
long lasting effect on individuals’ portfolio allocation, as discovered by Barnea,
Cronqvist and Siegel (2010). Previous research shows a negative correlation between
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parental supervision and risky behaviour of adolescents but as See (2016) pointed out,
endogeneity bias and unobserved heterogeneity may prove to be confounding factors.
Strict parenting is associated with higher risk of delinquency and substance abuse while
the reverse is true for liberal parenting. However, the effects are mitigated by a positive
relationship between father and child (Bronte-Tinkew, Moore and Carrano (2006)).

Hofstede (1984) Hofstede and Hofstede (2001) found that dimensions of national
cultures comprising power distance, individualism, masculinity, uncertainty avoidance,
long term orientation and indulgence had become a paradigm for comparing cultures. Wu
(2006) showed that work related culture is not static and that people’s cultural values
adjust to political, social and economic transformation in a country. Cultural, political
and socio-economic environments have been shown to affect an individual’s risk
preference (Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales (2006); Di Tella, Galiani and Schargrodsky
(2007)). It can also be argued that an individual’s risk taking is influenced by the national
culture in the country of residence. Hens and Wang (2007) show that “cultural differences
lead to systematic deviations from rational decision making in risk taking, negotiations
for direct investments, mergers and acquisitions as well as in returns of bonds and stocks
at local market”. Cultural background in terms of religion also appears to have some
impact on risk taking (Weber (2013)). A study of field sales personnel further suggests
that uncertainty avoidance can be moderated by attachment and adaptation to deal with
risk (Baker and Carson (2011)). Studies also found that dimensions of national cultures
have an impact on the capital structure of firms (Arosa, Richie and Schuhmann (2014)).

Risk attitude is central to economics and finance, yet relatively little is known
about its origin and still less about its transition over time as an individual goes through
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life’s experiences. Research in psychology has shown that traumatic events can have
widespread and long term effects on an individual personality. A study on idiosyncratic
negative experiences by Bucciol and Zarri (2015) bears evidence that risk aversion is
correlated with only two types of prior life experience – experiencing a natural disaster
and the loss of a child, the latter being more significant. Malmendier and Nagel (2009)
conjecture that the life experience of managers may affect their financial decisionmaking. Two events identified as formative experiences are growing up during the Great
Depression and military service. The authors show that managers who grew up during
the Great Depression rely heavily on financing from internal sources while military
service contributes to aggression and higher risk taking.

Research in medicine and psychiatry disciplines pointed out that traumatic
exposure can lead to “post-traumatic stress disorder” affecting mental and physical health.
In the psychology literature, Sacco, Galletto and Blanzieri (2003) examine the 9/11
terrorist attack and its psychological effects on Italian subjects. Holman and Silver (1998)
examined adult victims of childhood incest, Vietnam war veterans and residents of two
southern California communities ravaged by fire and found a “past temporal orientation”,
i.e. an inclination to dwell on past life experiences is associated with high levels of distress
continuing long after the traumatic event. Conger, Rueter and Elder Jr (1999) reported
childhood seismic events most affected individuals. Cameron and Shah (2015) find that
recent experience of natural disasters contribute to higher risk aversion, albeit partly
induced by loss of income.

The psychology and neuroscience literature submit there is an emotional element
in risk aversion, a marked divergence from the main viewpoint of “risk as analysis”
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expounded in the economics literature. Evidence that some nature and nurture variables
have considerable impact on risk aversion suggests that risk aversion is primarily
cognitive and consequential in nature. However, the literature in psychology also
discloses an affective nature of risk. For example, Loewenstein, Weber, Hsee and Welch
(2001) hypothesise ‘risk-as-feelings’, asserting that “anticipatory emotions” are
informative in decision making under situations of risk and uncertainty while Slovic,
Finucane, Peters and MacGregor (2004) propose an ‘affect heuristic’ hypothesis. The
neuroscience literature similarly acknowledges that making decisions related to financial
risks involve emotions (Kuhnen and Knutson (2005); Knutson and Greer (2008)). More
recently, experiments aimed at inducing fear and anxiety to participants also show a
reduced likelihood to take risk (Kuhnen and Knutson (2011)). Cohn, Engelmann, Fehr
and Maréchal (2015) found counter cyclical risk aversion with financial professionals
primed in boom/bust experiments, adding to the “emotion” in risk taking debate.

Turning specifically to the effects of trust on risk attitudes, Guiso, Sapienza and
Zingales (2008) show that less trusting people are less likely to invest in the stock market
and when they do, they also invest less. This limited participation alludes to the fact that
trust affects risk taking. Trust relates to the risk of being cheated and can thus affect an
individual’s risk taking. Superstitions are often construed as irrational practices and little
is known of their impact on an individual’s risk taking. Damisch, Stoberock and
Mussweiler (2010) identify that the psychological mechanism of self-efficacy is invoked
by acts of superstition, leading to self-fulfilling results.

Chief executive officers’ (CEO) managerial styles significantly explain the
diversity in capital structure, leverage, mergers and acquisitions, and disclosure policies
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of firms ( e.g. Bertrand, Schoar and Thesmar (2003), Bamber, Jiang and Wang (2010),
Graham, Li and Qiu (2012)).

There is evidence that the heterogeneity in CEO’s

managerial style is strongly associated with observable demographic characteristics
relating to the individual’s life experiences ( e.g. Graham and Narasimhan (2004),
Malmendier and Tate (2005), Benmelech and Frydman (2015), Schoar and Zuo (2011),
Dittmar and Duchin (2016)). Some of the literature that explores managerial styles with
a CEO’s life experiences include marital status (Roussanov and Savor (2014)), holding a
pilot’s licence Cain and McKeon (2016)), political affiliation (Hutton, Jiang and Kumar
(2014)) and past career experiences (Schoar and Zuo (2011))). Importantly, the literature
seems to be unified in the approach that exposure to certain life experiences has a
unidirectional effect on a CEO’s risk taking propensity as manifested in various corporate
policies.

Bernile, Bhagwat and Rau (2016) show that there is a non-monotonic relation
between the intensity of CEO’s early life exposure to fatal disasters and corporate risktaking. This intensity refers to the extent of negative/positive consequences experienced
from fatal disasters, which in turn leads to more/less aggression in risk taking behaviour.
Such risk taking behaviour can be seen to occur across a wide range of corporate activities
including leverage, cash holdings and acquisitions with significant ramifications. Other
research examines the effects of life experiences on portfolio choice (Knüpfer,
Rantapuska and Sarvimäki (2014); mortgage defaults (Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales
(2013).

Yet in the psychology literature, Yerkes and Dodson (1908) studied how the
intensity of stimuli affect the rate of habit formation and conclude that this relation
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increases up to a point, beyond which the rate of habit formation starts to decrease. The
difficulty of the habit also plays a role in the rate of its formation. More recent empirical
research on post-traumatic growth identifies a similar curvilinear relationship with posttraumatic stress, and that the association is strongest with moderate levels of stress rather
than with high or low levels (see Hammarberg and Silver (1994), Kleim and Ehlers
(2009), Colville and Cream (2009)). The effect of exposure to natural disaster is felt both
at the individual (Cameron and Shah (2015) and at the firm level (Ramirez and Altay
(2011), Dessaint and Matray (2015)). Bucciol and Zarri (2013) find that the effect of
negative life experiences, particularly the loss of a child, is long-lived using investor
portfolio decisions as proxy for risk aversion.

Medical research presents a neuroscience and epigenetic explanation to these
patterns of behaviour. In a study of survivors of the South Korean subway disaster, Lyoo,
Kim, Yoon, Hwang, Bae and Kim (2011) found that severe trauma exposure can result in
a thicker dorsolateral prefrontal cortical (DLPFC) of an individual. This thickness is
associated with post-traumatic stress and gradually normalises over time. Labonté,
Suderman, Maussion, Navaro, Yerko, Mahar, Bureau, Mechawar, Szyf and Meaney
(2012) concluded that traumatic events alter genome-wide DNA methylation. If life
experiences of traumatic events can physiologically alter the human brain and DNA, it
then seems plausible that the brain functions relating to non-economic risk taking that are
thus affected can morph into economic risk taking, a process similar to co-option in
evolutionary biology.
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2.1.3 Domain specificity

I discuss below the literature that considers content domain specificity in an
individual’s risk taking. Traditional psychologists assumed domain generality where the
human faculties of memory and reasoning are applied similarly to a myriad of issues and
situations. This leads to the conclusion of a stable personality trait such that an individual
is risk-seeking or risk averse. In evolutionary psychology, a “human-evolved intuitive
ontology” involves distinct domains of competency corresponding to enduring
evolutionary problems. This competency is the product of distinct developmental process
and is based on precise neural structures. All these suggest that human decision making
and risk-taking propensities should be domain specific and intuitive (Barrett, Dunbar and
Lycett (2002); Buss (2005).

In recent years, empirical findings have found an individual’s risk taking
propensity is highly content domain specific (Blais and Weber (2001); Mellers, Schwartz
and Weber (1997)). Weber, Blais and Betz (2002) developed a psychometric scale aimed
at determining an individual’s risk-taking in five content domains (i.e., financial risktaking, health/safety risk-taking, ethical risk-taking, recreational risk-taking, and social
risk-taking). Hanoch, Johnson and Wilke (2006) challenge the notion that risk taking is
a stable trait and found evidence to the contrary in results that show individuals risktaking behaviour to be content domain specific (e.g. high level of risk taking in
recreational activities but moderate in financial risk taking).

Wang, Kruger and Wilke (2009) documented content domain specificity in risk
taking propensity from the effects of life history variables, except for sex difference.
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These variables include age, parental status, number of siblings, birth order, and
subjective life expectancy. In his results, men show greater risk taking and lower risk
perception across all five content domains.

2.1.4 Framing effects

Another factor that the literature considers may affect an individual’s risk taking
is how the situation is framed. According to Prospect theory, people have a tendency to
underweight/overweight outcomes that are probable/certain, known as the certainty
effect. Consequently, people are risk averse/risk seeking in situations of sure gains/sure
losses, also known as the framing effects (Kahneman and Tversky (1979)). Prospect
theory has been widely researched in the finance discipline in the contexts of cross
sectional average returns of assets, stock market and trading of financial assets (see
Barberis and Huang (2008); Benartzi and Thaler (1993); Frazzini (2006) and Odean
(1998).

Decision making under risk is primarily situational and reference-point-dependent
such that decision problems can be framed in different ways to elicit different outcomes
(Kahneman and Tversky (2000). Viewed from an evolutionary psychology perspective,
the framing effects in Prospect theory can be explained from the risk sensitive optimal
foraging theory McDermott, Fowler and Smirnov (2008).
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2.2 Motivation

There is some evidence especially in the psychology literature and to a lesser
extent, the economics and finance literature, that nature and nurture variables can explain
an individual’s risk taking.

To my knowledge, no one has categorically done a

comprehensive analysis on these nature and nurture variables to determine whether they
singularly or jointly affect an individual’s risk taking in trading. Whether nature variables
or nurture variables have a stronger influence, or whether they singularly or jointly affect
an individual’s risk-taking in trading is a compelling question that resonates with previous
studies on individual differences in risk-taking.

This motivates my research to investigate the impact nature and nurture variables
has on the level of risk taking in trading. Current research highlights the need for this.
For example, at the end of their paper, Bernile, Bhagwat and Rau (2016) state that
“examining investors’ life experiences and risk taking may be an equally promising
endeavour for future research.”

Furthermore, Ahern and Dittmar (2012) posit that the nature of financial risk
aversion is not fixed but instead adaptable and mouldable by life occurrences. Hence
nurture variables can be used as signals and predictors of risk taking in trading. As
Loewenstein, Weber, Hsee and Welch (2001) point out, emotional reactions guide
responses not only in the first instance, but over time.
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2.3 Hypotheses Development

From my discussion of the literature review of both the psychology and finance
disciplines that examines the characteristics of individuals associated with risk taking,
there appears to be some evidence of the influence of nature and nurture variables in the
risk taking by individuals. However, there is no comprehensive testing of the influence
of these nature and nurture variables including accounting for the psychological
underpinnings of individuals in the context of trading in the financial markets. As I also
highlight in the literature review, authors such as Bernile, Bhagwat and Rau (2016)
similarly noted that examining the nonlinearities between individual’s life experiences
and risk taking at the individual trading level is promising for future research. My
research question is centred round this idea, specifically does an individual’s natural and
nurture variables contribute to explaining the risk attributes in trading behaviour? I
present my hypotheses as follows:

My primary hypothesis is that it is not a question of whether nature or nurture
variables contribute to explaining the level of risk taking in trading activities, but in fact
it is a combination of both.

H1: An individual’s level of risk taking in the context of trading activities can be
explained by a combination of both nature and nurture variables.

I include two sub-hypotheses for robustness controlling for individual
psychological risk taking propensity and decision making under framing effects. In the
former, I hypothesise that the effect of the nature and nurture variables on the level of risk
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taking in trading activities continues to hold even after controlling for personal
psychological underpinnings. I test this hypothesis using Dospert’s scale (Weber, Blais
and Betz (2002)) for an individual’s risk taking propensity.

H1a: An individual's psychological risk taking propensity does not explain all the
variations of risk taking in trading that nature and nurture variables can explain.

I further hypothesise that the effect of the nature and nurture variables on the level
of risk taking in trading activities is still robust even after controlling for the framing
effects in Prospect theory.

H1b: The framing effects in Prospect theory do not explain all the variations of risk taking
in trading that nature and nurture variables can explain.

Taken together, the above hypotheses effectively test the vigour that nature and
nurture variables can have in explaining an individual’s level of risk taking in trading
activities. I detail the exact measures I use to represent these nature and nurture variables
in my next chapter on methodology.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY, DATA AND ECONOMETRIC FRAMEWORK

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter I provide the methodology, data and economic framework I use to
obtain the empirical results for testing my hypotheses. I start by introducing the Virtual
Trading Simulator that I design and use in my research to conduct trading games for
analyses on the determinants of an individual’s level of risk taking in trading. I then
describe the data collection process for all my dependent, explanatory and control
variables by first detailing how I extract the raw trading data from the trading games
implemented, using the Virtual Trading Simulator. I proceed to describe the collection
of data for my explanatory and control variables by means of voluntary surveys of
participants in the trading games. After this, I explain my statistical methodology to
transform the raw trading and survey data into a usage format in order to conduct
statistical analysis on it. Finally, I define the econometric framework for my multivariate
regression analysis.

3.2 Virtual Trading Simulator (VTS)

In this section, I introduce the Virtual Trading Simulator (VTS) that I design and
use in my research to conduct analyses on the determinants of an individual’s level of risk
taking in trading. Specifically, I use the VTS to conduct trading games where participants
trade futures contracts with each other to achieve certain outcomes dictated in the games.
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Data for my dependent variables, namely trade size, relative margin utilisation, ticks from
market and time in market are then collected from these trading games. This data is then
analysed in the context of nature and nurture variables, and controlling for the risk taking
propensity of individuals as well as framing effects. The objective of my thesis is to
examine the explanatory power of the individual traits that a person is born with (nature
variables) and the experiences that the individual acquires over their life (nurture
variables) in determining the level of risk taking they exhibit during the trading of
financial products. The VTS captures the risk taking behaviour of participants’ in trading
(my dependent variables) for analysis with their nature and nurture variables (my
independent variables).

The VTS, for my research purposes, is set up as a trading

platform to trade futures contracts complete with the underlying (spot) market.

I begin by providing an overview of my VTS and continue to discuss the software
architecture and the underlying technology I employ to build the VTS. Next, I explain
the major applications neccesary in the setup for trading in a simulated market, such as
trading sessions, users and groupings, instant messsaging and news module, from the
VTS server perspective. I then illustrate the VTS client applications for making decisions
in a simulated market. These encompass the trader view or user interface, various order
modules, the quote board and traders’ account summary. I go on to explain how market
prices are determined in both the spot and futures markets and also describe the risk
management aspects in terms of margins, marking-to-market, transaction costs and
trading in the settlement period. The order management functionality is also defined,
together with a discussion of computerised agents in the form of simple robots. Finally,
I clarify the use of my VTS in learning and teaching applications as well as in research.
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3.2.1 Overview

The VTS is a web-based platform designed to simulate trading in financial
markets. Designed by myself and programmed by an expert coder with experience in
trading platforms, it allows for real-time order execution, account management, user
management, trading session management, news and other features resembling that used
by real participants trading in real financial markets. This provides students with a handson opportunity to develop both professional and research skills in understanding how
financial markets behave by being an active trading participant in an online environment
that replicates real-world market scenarios.

The VTS has a structure based on a server-client application such that:

1.

In the server application, the administrator can configure parameters related to
trading activities including the interaction of artificial intelligence agents, risk
management criteria, and other variables that govern the behavior of the market,
as well as modify some of these specifications while trading is in progress. In
each simulation, a spot and derivative market can be created. At the end of each
trading simulation, all trading activities and performance reports are automatically
archived and are available for evaluation of students’ performance and analysis of
trading and risk-taking behaviors.

2.

In the client application, students can access the VTS to participate in simulated
markets that allow for the study of the way markets react under different
controlled environments.

Decisions taken and their consequences are
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immediately observable and thus facilitate real-time learning and adaptation to
changing market conditions.

3.2.2 Software architecture and related technology

VTS is designed as a web-based futures trading platform. The front end of the
simulator employs HTML and JavaScript while the backend utilizes PHP scripting. All
status and data updates are transferred from backend to frontend using AJAX technology.
Application level messages are encoded in JSON.

Software Architecture. A primary goal of the architecture (see Figure 1) is to decouple modules so that the system configuration can be expanded easily by adding new
modules. Any module can join or leave the session at any time because journals are
persistent. When a subsystem joins the session, it reads its input journal first and updates
its internal state. Thereafter, it continues to poll the journals for further updates. This
greatly increases the stability of the system such that the server process can be stopped
and restarted to resume operations in the middle of the simulation.
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Figure 1: A High Level Diagrammatic Representation of the Architecture of the VTS

This figure shows the modules that make up the architecture of the VTS. Modular configurations like this
allow for ease of expansion or curtailment as required.

At the core of this architecture are two journals, an “input journal” for recording
requests coming into the server process and a “state journal” for recording state updates.
A journal is a database table with a large varchar column to record any request or state
update in sufficient detail for its own identification. A varchar or Variable Character
Field is a set of character data of variable length in a database management system which
can hold both letters and numbers.
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A journal entry may act like a pointer while actual data for that entry may live
somewhere else. This is especially true for the state journal. All journal entries are
encoded as JSON strings. Journals are named in the way the server process views them.
Request journal entries may include orders, trader room instant messages, news items,
admin requests etc. while state journal contains all the state updates including market
depth, traders’ open positions, canceled orders, new users, notifications and the like.

The server process comprises of a PHP script running continuously in the
background to poll request journal periodically. When a new request is present, this will
be processed and the state updated. When a state update needs to be conveyed to other
modules, an entry is then created in the state journal. These entries are then relayed to be
consumed by users such as the administrator, traders and/or robots who are observing the
state journal.

Administrator interface and trader interface are developed using HTML and
JavaScript. These employ AJAX requests to communicate with the server process. Each
communication uses two or more PHP proxies in the web server to access journals. One
proxy accepts a request from the user interface and updates the request journal. Another
proxy provides the state snapshot and updates from the state journal. All user input is
first validated in user interface and again in the server process for added security.

Robots are developed as PHP scripts and run continuously in the background.
Robots can access journals directly using database queries as well as communicate with
the server through journals, as in the case of trader users.
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Underlying Technology. I design the VTS on the premise that the back end is
required to support several hundred traders at once, to execute orders in real time and to
provide instant updates of all trading activities. The front end, on the other hand, must
be able to run on all client computers and mobile platforms without the need for additional
software or downloads on client computers. To build the VTS, I adopt technology that is
mature and stable, and that allows for fast execution and relatively easy deployment.
These are briefly described as follows:

The front end uses Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) and JavaScript.
HTML is a markup language for creating web documents or pages. A markup language
is a set of markup tags, each describing different document content. JavaScript is the
programming language of HTML and the web and is employed as a scripting language
for designing interactive sites. HTML and Javascript were selected for front end as they
match well with the back end technology and are available in all desktops and mobile
platforms and thus requires no additional software in client computers.

The back end uses PHP Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP). PHP is a server-side
scripting language used for developing web based software applications. This was
employed to create dynamic content that interacts with databases. PHP was selected for
the back end as it is comparatively light weight and meets our requirement for speed of
execution. It has low middleware requirements and good inter-operability with the front
end technology to support long polling and JSON.

Application messages are encoded in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). JSON
is a lightweight data-interchange format and is language independent. JSON is well
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supported by both front end and back end technologies and is selected also for its easy
debugging and readability. Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) is used to
combine the different technologies on the client-side to create asynchronous web
applications. This allows for quick updates to user-interface without the need for constant
browser reload. The Document Object Model (DOM) is a cross-platform and languageindependent convention for representing and interacting with objects in HTML, XHTML,
and XML documents as well as the browser state.

3.2.3 The VTS Server Application - Setting Up a Simulation

Trading Sessions. A trading simulation is by default configured to last for five
time sessions with uniform duration across all five sessions. However, as the simulation
can be started and stopped at any time, one can stop the simulation after the first session
for a single session play. Alternatively one can adopt a multi-session play to a maximum
of five sessions, as depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: A Typical Layout of a Trading Session Window.

The trading session window displays the progress of trading and information on the duration of trading
sessions, trading breaks and settlement period.
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In a multi-sessions environment, each session opens and closes at specified times
between which trading activity takes place. The break in between the sessions indicates
that the market is closed for trading and the multi-session play finally concludes at end of
the last period.

The settlement period nested within the last time period is intended to represent
the settlement or delivery period for a futures contract. During the settlement period a
trader cannot initiate new positions and is limited to liquidating his or her open positions,
a stipulation intended to ensure that all positions are closed out at the end of the last time
period. As such, settlement period always ends with the final session, the latter deemed
to be contract expiration. In the event that one fails to close out one’s open positions at
contract expiration, there will be forced closure at the settlement price.

In Figure 2, a session clock indicates the period number or break and measures in
minutes and seconds the time elapsed from the commencement of a period or break. An
orange bar is the clock’s indicator and moves continuously from the beginning of period
1 to end of period 5 showing progress of the sessions. The minimum time duration for
trading periods, trading breaks and settlement periods can be set at one minute and the
maximum at 24 hours. These parameters can be configured before the simulation
commences. This provides for adaptive time frames in the experiments.

Aside from duration of play, the administrator may also determine before running
the simulation various other setup parameters such as manual or auto start at pre-specified
time, tick size and value of the instrument being traded, initial capital for traders, initial
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margin for new orders and maintenance margin for working orders and open positions,
transaction cost and interest rate for account balance.

Users and Groups. The VTS implements an access control system so that only
registered users can participate in a simulation. Users and groups management system
goes beyond simple password authentication so that the administrator can control various
aspects of individual users or groups, namely registration, authentication and user control.
The steps in Figure 3 are observed before any user is allowed to participate in a
simulation.

Figure 3: User Access Control System

This figure portrays the process for user access. Trading IDs are created by the administrator from which
users can register their particulars for participation. Users are allowed to participate only after successful
validation of their particulars.

To prevent unauthorized access to the VTS, the administrator allocates trader IDs
from which users can register their particulars with the system. Once registration is
successfully validated by the system, a verification code and access url is sent via email
to the user, from which the user can then log in to participate in the trading. Facility for
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password recovery is also available for users who forget their password. Appended below
are Figures 4 and 5 depicting login and registration windows.

Figure 4: Login Window

This is the window that participants use to first register and also for subsequent login for trading. It has a
“forgot password” function that users can use if required.

Figure 5: Registration Window

This window displays the information that users are required to provide during registration. The particulars
are then validated by the system before subsequent access to trading is allowed.
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In addition to two level authentication, the VTS is hosted on a secure server with
firewall rules and SSL certificate (secure socket layers), a protocol for encrypting and
transmitting data over the internet.

News. News and announcements play a vital role in trading. In my simulated
environment, the administrator can create news items that mimic real world scenarios to
induce different market responses. News items can be created in advance and scheduled
to be released at predefined times or for immediate dispatch. News items that are created
can be stored in the news library, thereby establishing a news database that is reusable,
editable and deletable. Importantly, the news channel allows users to learn to decipher
the impact that news may have on market movements, both in terms of its content and
timing.

Figure 6: News Window

In the news window, news items will appear as and when they are released into the market. The italic
numbers appearing below news indicate the time of release relative to session clock. Scroll bar allows
access to older news.
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Trader Room.

The trader room is a social media forum that allows

communication between traders in the form of instant messages. Communication is
available in three forums, namely public, private and secret. Each forum has an input
field and output text area to show all the communications in that room. When a user
sends a new message, client server generates a new trader room event in the server and
writes new message to output journal so that all clients (users) belonging to that trader
room can populate their trader room widgets.

Figure 7: Trader Room Window

The trader room window captures the instant messaging communication between traders of that forum.
There are three forums, namely public, private and secret.

All messages in the public room are visible to all participants in the trading game.
Content in the private room, however, is only visible to members of the private group,
while only a select few are privy to secret room. All messages in the trader rooms are
tagged with the identity of the sender.
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Groups and sub groups can be created by the administrator to suit the specific
experiment being conducted. User account can be created individually or by importing a
whole cohort of users from a .csv file of predefined columns. Similarly, the administrator
can determine a main group and a subgroup for any user as well as change the
composition of these groups subsequent to the initial allocation if so desired. This has
several advantages, for example, role play where traders can be segregated to play
different roles. With the ability to provide for private information, incidences of insider
trading and information asymmetry can also be detected and analysed.

Administrators also have the capability to activate/deactivate the trader room,
thereby opening/shutting down this communication channel entirely. Alternatively, the
administrator can simply silence/un-silence a group to cut off/enable communication
within that specific group of traders. An individual trader can be similarly silenced/unsilenced.

Trading History. All trading activities are automatically captured, archived and
can be exported in .csv format for analysis. This provides a complete time and sales
record where data relating to original orders placed are fully tractable, whether they are
subsequently filled or cancelled.
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3.2.4 The VTS Client Application: Making Decisions in a Simulated Environment

Trader view. The trader view is the user interface where traders make decisions
in the simulated environment. This interface (as depicted in Figure 8) allows traders to
execute orders via the GARInc Trader and to communicate with fellow traders in any of
the trader room forums. Trades executed are immediately reflected on the working order,
open positions or cancelled order modules as the case may be. The trading session
counter, spot and futures price chart, news, quote board and account summary are all
visible from this interface.
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Figure 8: Trader View

The trader view is a comprehensive user interface where all trading activities and communication takes
place. All relevant information pertaining to trading activity are also highly visible here.

Trading Session
News

Spot Chart
Futures Chart

Trader room

GARInc Trader
Quote Board
Account Summary

Working orders
Open positions
Cancelled orders

Trades execution. The GARInc Trader display liquidity and market bias at multilevels of market depth. The market is order driven and allows for market and limit order
types. All orders are executed on a price-time priority basis.

Orders are placed using the GARInc Trader as shown in Figure 9. Orders are
placed by entering the desired quantity at the required price (for example, 1 @ 1429.80)
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and clicking on the buy or sell button.

Alternatively, clicking the price button

automatically enables the trader to select the price. Orders placed and pending fills are
shown in the “working order” module shown in Figure 10. One may modify one’s order
price by clicking on the “X” for that order in the GARInc Trader and dragging it to a new
price. Merely clicking on the “X” for that order opens up a dialog box that allows one to
amend the quantity. Clicking “Cancel All Buy” terminates all buy working orders and
“Cancel All Sell” terminates all sell working orders. Alternatively, clicking on the “X”
corresponding to an order in the GARInc Trader opens a dialog box where you can specify
the quantity to cancel. Cancelled orders automatically drop out of “working orders”
module into the “cancelled orders” module shown in Figure 11.

Filled orders

automatically drop out of “working orders” module into the “open positions” module
shown in Figure 12. The “open positions” module captures one’s open and closed
positions in real time, allowing one to easily monitor one’s remaining open positions.
Profit/loss realised from closed positions and marked-to-market open positions are
automatically taken up in one’s “account summary” (Figure 13) at end of each period.
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Figure 9: The GARInc Trader

The GarInc Trader is the platform from which one executes buy and sell orders. Bid and offer columns at
each price level shows market depth for the product in trade and is visible to all. Volume column indicates
the volume of trades at each price level and is also visible to all. Buy and sell columns represent one’s own
bids and offers only and are visible only to oneself.
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Figure 10: The Working Order Module

The Working Order Module displays all orders placed and waiting to be filled. Time as indicated is relative
to the session clock and distance to market reflects a placed order’s distance to market price measured in
ticks. Each order placed is assigned an order number for tractability. Subject refers to the trader ID.

Figure 11: The Cancelled Order Module

The Cancelled Order Module displays all orders that have been cancelled. Time as indicated is relative to
the session clock. Subject refers to the trader ID.
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Figure 12: The Open Positions Module

The Open Positions Module displays all orders that have been filled. O-Order, O-Price and O-Time
columns show orders that are filled and have not been closed out or open positions. Conversely, C-Order,
C-Price and C-Time columns show the corresponding orders that close out the open positions, also indicated
as “close” in the status column. P/L column records the profit or loss arising from the closed out positions
and are measured in ticks. Time as indicated is relative to the session clock. Each order placed is assigned
an order number for tractability. Subject refers to the trader ID.

Quote Board. The quote board as shown in Table 13 records market statistics on
open, high, low and close prices for each trading session. Open interest numbers are also
displayed. All numbers are updated in real time. This can be useful information for
facilitating inter-temporal arbitrage based on price and open interest benchmarking.
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Figure 13: The Quote Board Window

The Quote Board Window displays open, high, low and close prices for each trading session as well as
open interest numbers for each trading session.

Account summary. The account summary records a trader’s net wealth position
and also his margin utilisation rate. All traders have a uniform starting capital to ensure
a level playing field. The P/L row shows net profit or loss from trading, interest earned
on margin accounts and transaction costs. Open positions are marked to market at end of
each trading session. Traders are able to implement effective risk management as the
profit/loss, margin utilisation rate and open interest are updated in real time.

Figure 14: The Account Summary Window

The Account Summary Window displays a trader’s net wealth position for each trading session.
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3.2.5 Determination of Market Prices

The VTS is capable of simulating two markets simultaneously, namely a spot
market and a futures market. The spot market is generated using a pre-defined algorithm.
The administrator can change the parameters of this algorithm in the middle of a trading
session, schedule changes in any trading sessions as well as at the onset of a game. This
allows the administrator to drive the spot market with different drifts and volatility
depending on what the experiment entails. The futures market, on the other hand,
comprises traders in the trading game from which the futures chart is derived.

Spot market. The spot market is a stochastic process that follows a generalised
Wiener Process (Brownian motion) and is generated by means of an algorithm as follows:
dx = μdt + σdz
where


dx = the change in the spot price



μ = the drift rate



dt = the change in time



σ = the volatility rate



dz = a random variable that follows a normal distribution with N(0, sd)

The above parameters are configurable in the administrator interface as shown in Figure
15 below.
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Figure 15: Spot chart parameters configuration

This administrator interface is used to set the behavior of the spot market by simply filling in the required
parameters and clicking the update button.

In addition to modifying the spot market parameters at will, the administrator can also
pre-schedule the parameters to kick in at different times within different sessions. The
schedule view is shown in Figure 16 below.

Figure 16: Spot chart parameters schedule
This administrator interface is used to schedule changes in the behavior of the spot market. Clicking on the
create button opens up a new window from which the administrator can populate the fields with the
parameters that require changes.
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Shown below is the spot chart reflecting a spot market that is generated from the above
stochastic process.

Figure 17: The spot chart
The spot chart plots prices in the spot market in real time as determined by the algorithm. The X-axis plots
time corresponding to the session clock. LTP indicates last traded price.

Futures market. The futures market is comprised entirely of participating traders
in the simulated games. The administrator can deploy computerised agents (or bots) in
the futures market if desired. As the conclusion of a game is intended to coincide with
the expiry of the futures contract, the spot and futures prices converge to one price in
accordance with the underlying theory.
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Figure 18: The futures chart

The futures chart plots prices of trades transacted in the futures market in real time. Trades in the futures
market are primarily populated by human traders although bots can also be deployed. The X-axis plots
time corresponding to the session clock. LTP indicates last traded price.

3.2.6 Risk Management

Risk management in the simulated environment is considered from four main
aspects in the VTS, namely margin accounting, marking to market, transaction cost and
restricted trading at settlement period. Margin accounting is automatically embedded into
every order placed to ensure a trader’s funds are sufficient to fund the intended trades. A
trader’s open positions are automatically marked to market at the end of every trading
session, allowing for any profit or loss to be accounted for in his account summary.
Transaction costs are applied to every trade. Trading in the settlement period is restricted
to closing out one’s open positions.
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Margin utilization.

Consistent with real life futures trading, the VTS also

implements initial margin and maintenance margin requirements in its operations. Initial
margin is a fixed amount (configurable in the administrator interface) per futures contract
that a trader must pay out of his account. This amount is in practice a fraction of the value
of a futures contract. When a trader places an order, the system checks if the trader’s
account has sufficient funds to meet the initial margin requirements for the order. When
there is insufficient funds in the trader’s account to cover the initial margin, the order is
rejected and he receives a message that reads “account balance low, <buy/sell>
<quantity> @<price> failed”. If there is sufficient funds, the order goes through and an
amount equivalent to the initial margin is captured in a nominal “margin utilization”
account shown in his account summary. This amount is held by the system as long as the
futures position remains open. The maintenance margin is the minimum amount a futures
trader is required to maintain in his margin account to continue holding on to a futures
position. This amount is set at twenty percent (again, configurable in the administrator
interface) below the initial margin. When the balance in the futures trader's margin
account falls below the maintenance margin level, he receives a margin call that reads
“margin call”. As a trader is unable to top up his margin account in a simulated
environment (unlike the real world) he will have to resort to liquidating his positions at a
loss or cease trading and hope for the market to improve.

Marking to market. All open positions are marked to market at the end of a trading
session and related profit or loss carried to the trader’s account summary. This ensures
that a trader’s account constantly reflects the “true” available funds taking into
consideration market movement effect on open positions that are carried forward from
one trading session to the next.
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Transaction costs. Transaction costs are automatically imputed to every order and
accounted for in a trader’s account summary.

Trading in the settlement period. As futures contracts expire, the settlement
period (as described in trading session) restricts trading to closing out open positions so
as to ensure that all open positions are closed before the trading game ends (akin to
contract expiry). New positions are not allowed during this settlement period. If a trader
attempts to buy or sell at quantity more than his open positions, he receives a message
that reads “<buy/sell> quantity must be less than or equal to <open positions quantity>;
<buy/sell> <quantity> @<price> failed”

A flowchart depicting the risk management process described above is exhibited
in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Risk Management Process Flowchart
This flowchart depicts the process for risk management implemented in the VTS
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3.2.7 Order Management System

The VTS simulates an order driven market. Displaying all bids and offers and the
corresponding volume in the GARInc Trader provides transparency to all market
participants. Market and limit orders are supported. Depending on whether getting filled
or getting a certain price is more important, a trader may place a market order or a limit
order respectively.

Limit order matching. When a new order is received, it is placed in the order
book. A recursive algorithm then attempts to match orders on a price-time priority basis
to first clear orders on the basis of price. If there are more than one order of the same
price, then the algorithm clears the order that is received first in the order book, and the
process is repeated over and over again. When orders are matched, all relevant records
such as individual trader’s accounts, last traded quantity, last traded price, market depth,
and quote data etc. are all instantaneously updated.

3.2.8 Computerized Agents

The VTS also incorporates algorithm trading. These are predefined algorithms or
bots that can serve as “liquidity trader” in the futures market. There are different bots
available on the buy side as well as the sell side. Some bots are designed to take cues
from the spot market while others interact with traders in the futures market. All bots are
customisable and can be deployed when the market opens or in-session.
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3.2.9 Learning And Teaching Applications

The VTS continues to radically transform the teaching of derivatives through
replicating the experience of actually trading in the financial markets, thus providing
invaluable insight into the mechanisms of real-world trading and the academic study of
it. Experiments can be designed for students to gain familiarity with order-driven markets
to learn about price discovery, different order types and the associated risks. I can use
the simulated environment to teach liquidity of markets and the impact of trading costs
(margins, transaction costs, slippage etc.). Students can learn theoretical concepts of cash
and carry and risk management in a hands-on approach and experience the immediate
consequences of their decisions, all in a controlled environment.

3.2.10 Research Applications

The VTS has the flexibility and features to accommodate various types of
experiments in research. Signalling, information asymmetry, role plays, impact of social
media, insider trading, high frequency trading via bots and market manipulation are just
some of the ideas that come to mind.
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3.3 Data Collection

3.3.1 Introduction

In this section, I explain the collection of data for my empirical analyses of an
individual’s level of risk taking in relation to trading.

Specifically, I detail the

methodology for extracting the data for my dependent variables from the trading games
implemented using the VTS. I then proceed to explain how my nature and nurture
variables are sourced from voluntary surveys of participants. Finally, I elaborate on the
collection of data for my main control variable of risk taking propensity score.

3.3.2 Collection of data for my dependent variables

As my objective is to capture an individual’s level of risk taking in trading, I am
going to use actual trading data from trading games that all students have to participate
in for their assignment in a derivatives course. I aim to extract the level of risk taking
from trading as exhibited by students in the assignment. I do this by extracting trading
data on trade size and relative margin utilisation. Also, as urgency of trades has a
significant influence on the level of risk taking, I use ticks from market and time in market
as measures in a split sample based on whether traders are experiencing a need to trade
or not.

To capture the above, I extract all trading data from the trading games that students
must participate in relating to an assignment that is mandatory for all 304 students in a
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derivatives course that I use to collect my primary data from - resulting in some 3200
trading observations. Data for my explanatory variables are, however, collected from
voluntary surveys resulting in only 923 observations for the nature and nurture variables.
This survey only attracted 75 respondents and is equivalent to a 25% participation rate
from the total student pool involved in the trading games. Finally, in another survey on
risk taking propensity that is used as a control variable, I was able to capture 1212
observations, based on an improved student participation rate of 33% where 100 students
responded.

The VTS captures transactional data for trade size, margin utilisation, ticks from
market and time in market from the trading games. The transactional data is then
aggregated at the games level to form all my dependent variables. Trade size in my
primary dependent variables represent the average volume of trades done by an individual
trader in any given game. I posit that trade size can represent a person’s level of risk
taking in trading since a larger trade size is necessarily more risky than a smaller trade
size when the market is against the person. My other primary dependent variable, relative
margin utilisation, is a measure of the average margin utilisation of a trader relative to
the average for all traders in the game. Margin utilisation is the product of trade size
multiply by the initial margin per futures contract. By the same token, a higher margin
utilisation is in itself a reflection of a higher level of risk taking in trading. However, in
looking at relative margin utilisation (as opposed to simply margin utilisation), I not only
capture a trader’s individual level of risk taking per se but also in relation to that of other
traders in the same market. For example, if a trader’s margin utilisation is 20% and the
average margin utilisation of all other traders is 15%, then his level of risk taking is 5%
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higher than the average level of risk taking of traders in the same market as measured by
relative margin utilisation.

My secondary dependent variables are ticks from market and time in market. Ticks
from market is the average distance from market calculated as the difference between a
trader’s order price and the prevailing market price. Time in market is the average time
taken for a trader to liquidate his open position. It is conceivable that a trader’s level of
risk taking can be manifested in both ticks from market and time in market. I evaluate
both ticks from market and time in market as a proxy for the level of risk taking by splitting
my sample into two subsamples of need and no need. I simulate a situation of “need”
within the trading games by adding a stipulation that students must make profits in two
of the five trading sessions AND also trade in every trading session for games 3 and 4.
Failing to achieve this stipulation results in zero marks out of the 5 marks available for
each of these games, which adds up to 10 out of 16 marks available for all the trading
games. This is separate from an environment that a trader may experience with “no need”
because in a no need scenario, all that a trader has to do is to have a trading profit at the
end of the game to earn the full 3 marks available (as is the case with games 1 and 2). I
discuss this further below when I present the structure of the games and assignment.

I postulate that both fewer ticks from market and a shorter time in market under
conditions of need indicate a lower level of risk taking since this allows a trader to quickly
take his profit or cut his loss and hence no longer be subjected to market risks. The same
scenario under conditions of no need would instead signify a higher level of risk taking
since the trader is now in the market much sooner and therefore exposed to the inherent
risk of the market despite “no need” to do so.
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In order to collect the above data, I conduct a series of four trading games where
individuals trade futures contracts with each other using the VTS described in the
preceding section. Each game comprises 5 trading sessions of 5 minutes per trading
session with a 1 minute break in-between sessions, amounting to about 30 minutes
duration per game. Trading in the settlement period (i.e. the final 2 minutes in the last
trading session) is however confined to squaring one’s open positions so as to ensure all
positions are closed out at the end of the game (akin to contract expiration). The four
trading games differ in terms of whether they are framed in losses (game 1) or framed in
gains (game 2), while games 3 and 4 essentially repeat the framing in games 1 and 2
respectively but with a “need” to profit in two of the five trading sessions in the game
AND also to trade in every trading session. Games 1 and 2 are designed to detect the
framing effects in Prospect theory while games 3 and 4 test if need conditions shifts the
level of risk taking.

The simulation of a need situation in games 3 and 4 in the manner I describe in
the foregoing paragraph essentially up the ante such that students are now under increased
pressure to meet the stipulations since the full 5 marks for each of games 3 and 4 are now
at stake. In the context of the trading assignment, the stipulation for two sessions of profit
is expected to drive students to try harder for profits, which necessarily translates into
taking a higher level of risk. At the same time, the stipulation for trading in every session
means to be constantly in the market, thus preventing students from exiting the market
after achieving the two sessions of profit, thereby continuing to take risk. In combination,
the stipulations should detect any shift in the level of risk taking under conditions of need
when compared to no need. In contrast, when the games are played under no need
conditions as in games 1 and 2, students are under no additional pressure so long as they
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end the game with a trading profit, which is much more easily achieved. Participants are
assigned trader IDs from which they login to the VTS to play the four games strictly in
the game order as dictated by their trader ID. The order of play is as follow:

Trader ID starting with:

1xxxxx

Game 1, 2, 3 and 4

2xxxxx

Game 2, 3, 4, and 1

3xxxxx

Game 3, 4, 1 and 2

4xxxxx

Game 4, 1, 2 and 3

Implementing game play by order of trader ID thus avoids any bias arising from a
concentration of traders in any state of framing and/or need from tainting my results.
Having all participants playing different games at the same time is a realistic simulation
of real world trading where some traders exhibit framing effects and others don’t.
Likewise, in real world trading, some traders trade under conditions of certain needs while
others don’t necessarily have the same needs. Please see Appendix 1 for full details of
the trading game described above.

3.3.3 Collection of data for my independent variables

My independent variables are made up of nature and nurture variables as I am
keen to see if nature or nurture factors have a stronger influence on a person’s level of
risk taking. Data for both nature and nurture variables are collected from voluntary
surveys of participants before they begin the trading games. 75 students out of a total 304
comprising both under- and postgraduates volunteered in this survey which is available
for students’ participation during the 2 weeks leading up to the trading games. Survey
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questions on nature variables relate to the differentiated characteristics that one is born
with, for example “I am male/female”. Nurture variables, on the other hand, relate to the
differentiated attributes that one acquires through life experience, for example “I spent
most of my childhood in (specify country)”. The socio-demographic survey relating to
the nature and nurture variables is included in Appendix 2.

All my independent variables are explained in Table 1: Expected Effects of
Independent Variables on an Individual’s Level of Risk Taking. The table describes how
each of my independent variables are calculated and their expected sign in relation to my
dependent variables under conditions of need. As explained before, when the conditions
switch to “no need”, I expect the signs to reverse. Citations of relevant research
publications relating to these independent variables are also provided in the Table 1 and
discussed further in my chapter on Literature review.
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Table 1: Expected Effects of Independent Variables on an Individual’s Level of Risk Taking
This table describes how each of my independent variables are coded and their expected signs in relation to my dependent variables under conditions of need. Citations of relevant research
publications relating to these independent variables are also provided in the table and discussed further in my chapter on Literature Review.
Independent Variables

Observations

Coding of responses to survey questions in Appendices 2 and 3

Expected
sign

Citation

Nature variables:
Female

923

For all “female” responses to question on gender, Female = 1, male = 0

-

Eckel and Grossman (2002)

Eldest child

923

For all “eldest” responses to question on birth order, Eldest child = 1, otherwise 0

-

Bertoni and Brunello (2016)

Youngest child

923

For all “youngest” responses to question on birth order, Youngest child = 1, otherwise 0

+

Bertoni and Brunello (2016)

Digit ratio

923

For all “ring finger” responses to question on “2 nd longest finger”, Digit ratio = 1,
otherwise 0

+

Guiso and Rustichini (2011)
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Table 1: Expected Effects of Independent Variables on an Individual’s Level of Risk Taking (continued)

Independent Variables

Observations

Coding of responses to survey questions in Appendices 2 and 3

Expected
sign

Citation

Nurture variables:
Age below 25

957

Postgraduates

923

Trading experience

923

Family income from
salary
Family income from
investment

923
923

For all “<21 and 21-25” responses to question on “age group”, Age below 25 = 1,
otherwise 0
For all “postgrad” responses to question on “student cohort”, Postgraduates = 1,
undergraduates = 0
For all positive responses to question on “experience in trading”, Trading experience = 1,
otherwise 0
For all “salary” responses to question on “family income”, Family income from salary =
1, otherwise 0
For all “equities investment” responses to question on “family income”, Family income
from investment = 1, otherwise 0

+
+
+
-

Duh (2016)

+

Duh (2016)

Strict childhood

923

For all “strict” responses to question on upbringing, Strict childhood = 1, otherwise 0

+

Liberal childhood

923

For all “liberal” responses to question on upbringing, Liberal childhood = 1, otherwise 0

-

Major family loss

901

High masculinity
culture
Low uncertainty
avoidance culture
Superstitious
inclination

Risk taking propensity
score

923
923
923

1212

For all positive responses to question on major family loss experience, Major family loss
= 1, otherwise 0
For all responses on childhood country, Hofstede cultural value for masculinity
dimension is assigned. High masculinity culture = 1if Hofstede value > 50, otherwise 0
Similar to above, Hofstede cultural value for uncertainty avoidance dimension is
assigned. Low uncertainty avoidance culture = 1if Hofstede value < 50, otherwise 0
For all “inclined” responses to question on superstitions, Superstitious inclination = 1,
“not inclined” responses = 0

For all “4 (likely) and 5 (very likely)” responses to question on likelihood of taking risk,
Risk taking propensity score = 1, “1 (very unlikely) and 2 (unlikely)” responses = 0

Dohmen, Falk, Huffman, Sunde,
Schupp and Wagner (2011)
Hryshko, Luengo‐Prado and
Sørensen (2011)
Bradbury, Hens and Zeisberger
(2014)

Bronte-Tinkew, Moore and
Carrano (2006)
Bronte-Tinkew, Moore and
Carrano (2006)

+

Bernile, Bhagwat and Rau (2016)

+

Hofstede and Hofstede (2001)

+

Hofstede and Hofstede (2001)

+

Damisch, Stoberock and
Mussweiler (2010)

+

Weber, Blais and Betz (2002)
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3.3.4 Collection of data for my main control variable

To establish if my nature and nurture variables continue to retain their explanatory
power after controlling for a person’s personal psychological underpinnings, I have as my
main control variable the risk taking propensity score. Prior to participating in the trading
games, participants complete a voluntary survey on risk taking that is modelled after the
Domain-Specific Risk Taking (Dospert) scale by Weber et al. 100 students out of a total
of 304 comprising both under- and postgraduates volunteered in this survey which is
available for students’ participation during the 2 weeks leading up to the trading games.
Both the risk taking and the socio-demographic surveys have the approval from the
University of Adelaide Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC). In compliance with
the HREC approval, the students were provided with “Participants Information Sheet”
and “Consent Form” prior to their completing the surveys and were made aware that the
data would be analysed anonymously.

The Dospert scale is a psychometric scale that assesses risk taking in five content
domains: financial decisions (separately for investing versus gambling), health/safety,
recreational, ethical and social decisions. Respondents rate the likelihood that they would
engage in domain specific risky activities (Part 1).

An optional Part II assesses

respondents’ perceptions of the magnitude of the risks and expected benefits on the
activities judged in Part 1.

As discussed in my chapter on Literature Review, many studies using the Dospert
scale have found that risk seeking or risk aversion is not consistent across all the content
domains. As my study relates to the level of risk taking in trading, I decide to confine my
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survey to the gambling and investing activities under the financial decisions subscale.
Respondents complete only Part 1 of the Dospert scale relating to the likelihood of
engaging in such risky activities. In this survey respondents rate their likelihood from 1
(very unlikely) to 5 (very likely) of engaging in activities or behaviour such as “betting a
day’s income at the horse races” or “investing 5% of your annual income in a low
volatility stock”. Appendix 3 shows all questions relating to this survey. To determine
my risk taking propensity score, I take the average rating for the gambling and investing
activities for an individual to be his average financial risk taking. Based on this average
financial risk taking rating, I then segregate the respondents into risk taking for ratings of
4 and 5 while ratings of 1 and 2 are deemed non-risk taking.

Figure 20 provides a snapshot of the number of participants and the number of
observations in each stage of the data collection for my study.

Figure 20: Data Collection Stages
This is a snapshot of the number of participants and the number of observations in each stage of the data
collection.

Trading
Experiments
304 participants
3200 observations

Risk Taking
Propensity Survey
100 participants
1212 observations

Nature and
Nurture Variables
Survey
75 participants
923 observations
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3.4 Statistical Methodology

In order to use the data that I collect which I have described in my previous
section, there is a need for me to transform it into a usage format in order to conduct
statistical analysis on it. Therefore, in this section, I begin by describing how I calculate
all of my proxies for risk taking (my dependent variable) and then proceed to discuss how
I code my explanatory and control variables. I finish by illustrating the framework of my
multivariate analysis, which uses ordinary least squares (OLS) and ordered probit (OP)
regressions.

3.4.1 Dependent Variables

The VTS captures the quantity, price and time associated with every order placed,
as well as the market price at the time the order is placed. Every order is assigned an
order number for full tractability, such that it is possible to track if an initial order is
subsequently filled or cancelled. From this I create:

Trade size. Every order placed has an associated quantity, representing the
number of futures contracts the order is seeking to buy or sell. Every trader also has a
starting capital of $100,000, so that no trader has a deeper pocket than the next, to ensure
a level playing field. With this starting capital and an initial margin of $1,000 per futures
contract, a trader can in his very first order theoretically buy or sell anything up to 100
futures contracts. A trader can place any number of orders for any quantity (subject to
available margin) in any trading session in all the four trading games. I first aggregate
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the quantities for each of these orders by trader ID and by games and then take the average
thereof to derive the trade size for my dependent variable. In my empirical analyses,
trade size in my dependent variable is therefore the average number of futures contract
traded for each trader in a given game.

Relative margin utilisation. Before an order can be accepted into the order book,
the VTS’s order management system (as illustrated in the VTS section of this chapter)
first validates the order to check if the trader’s account has sufficient margin to cover the
order. If there are sufficient funds, the order goes through and an amount equivalent to
the initial margin is captured in a nominal “margin utilization” account shown in his
account summary. This amount is held by the system as long as the futures position
remains open. With a starting capital of $100,000 and an initial margin of $1,000 per
futures contract, a trader can in his very first order theoretically buy or sell anything up
to 100 futures contracts thereby utilising 100% margin in the latter. Due to marking to
market processes, a trader’s account balance changes from one trading session to the next,
even with no new order. Consequently, the margin utilisation rate also changes with the
change in account balance since margin utilisation is calculated as (outstanding order
quantity x initial margin) / account balance. I first aggregate the margin utilisation by
trader ID and by games and then take the average thereof to derive the average margin
utilisation for each trader for a given game. I then calculate the average margin
utilisation for all traders in a given game. Finally, I take the difference between the
average margin utilisation for an individual trader in a given game and the average
margin utilisation for all traders in a given game to be the relative margin utilisation for
a trader in a given game. As such, relative margin utilisation in my dependent variable
now represents the average margin utilisation of a trader relative to the average margin
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utilisation for all traders in any given game. As explained in the data collection section,
this gives a better indication of a trader’s level of risk taking in the context of the whole
cohort of traders within the same market.

Ticks from market. Every order placed has an associated price. Ticks from market
is calculated as the difference between the order price and the prevailing market price
when the order is placed. A trader may theoretically trade at the market price or place a
limit order at any price distance from the market to obtain a better price. However, the
further an order is from the prevailing market price, the less likely it is to be filled in a
timely manner. Given the need conditions as explained in the section of data collection,
traders typically place orders that are closer to the market price. I first aggregate the ticks
from market for each of these orders by trader ID and by games and then take the average
thereof to derive the ticks from market for my dependent variable. In my empirical
analyses, ticks from market is therefore the average distance from market for trades done
by a trader in a given game.

Time in market. Every order placed is time-stamped in relation to the session
clock (as illustrated in the VTS section). Time in market is calculated as the difference
in session time between a filled order and its subsequent liquidation. For example, if an
order is filled and subsequently liquidated in the same trading session, time in market
equals to 1 trading session. If an order is filled in trading session 1 and subsequently
liquidated in trading session 5, time in market equals to 5 trading sessions. Accordingly,
the minimum time that can be taken to liquidate a position is 1 trading session while the
maximum is 5 trading sessions. I again aggregate the time in market for each of these
orders by trader ID and by games and then take the average thereof to derive the time in
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market for my dependent variable. In my empirical analyses, time in market is therefore
the average time taken by a trader to liquidate his positions in a given game.

3.4.2 Independent Variables

My explanatory variables comprise the nature and nurture variables I collect from
the voluntary survey on socio-demographics (Appendix 2) while my main control
variable of risk taking propensity score is derived from the voluntary risk taking survey
(Appendix 3). Using the raw data from both surveys, I binary code them into 0s and 1s.
For example, I code gender as female = 1 versus male = 0, and family income from salary
= 1 versus family income from non-salary = 0, risk taking propensity score = 1 versus
non-risk taking propensity score = 0 and so on. A score of 1 in the risk taking propensity
score denotes participants who have indicated 4 (likely) and 5 (very likely) in their
likelihood of taking risk, as explained in the preceding section on data collection. I do
this to create mutually exclusive categories of my independent variables (such as
females/males) in order to determine the variable’s exclusive influence on all my
dependent variables.

All my independent variables are similarly coded as binary

variables as presented in Table 2 below:
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Table 2: Coding for Independent and Control Variables
This table presents the binary coding of participants’ nature and nurture variables as well their individual risk
taking propensity score. Nature variables refer to differentiated quality or characteristics that one is born with as
opposed to nurture variables which refer to differentiated attributes one acquires through life experiences within
and outside the family structure as well as exposure to national culture. Risk taking propensity score are
participants’ self-assessed likelihood of taking risk in survey responses to investing and gambling questions. All
variables are defined in Table 1.
Independent variables

Signal 1

Signal 2

Female

Female = 1

Male = 0

Eldest child

Eldest child = 1

Not eldest child = 0

Youngest child

Youngest child = 1

Not Youngest child = 0

Digit ratio

Ring finger longer than index
finger = 1

Ring finger not longer than
index finger = 0

Age below 25

Age below 25 = 1

Age above 25 = 0

Postgraduates

Postgraduates = 1

Undergraduates = 0

Trading experience

Trading experience = 1

No trading experience = 0

Family income from salary

Family income from salary = 1

Family income from
investment

Family income from investment
=1

Family income from non-salary
=0
Family income from noninvestment = 0

Strict childhood

Strict childhood = 1

Not strict childhood = 0

Liberal childhood

Liberal childhood = 1

Not liberal childhood = 0

Major family loss

Major family loss = 1

No major family loss = 0

High masculinity culture

High masculinity culture = 1

Not high masculinity culture = 0

Low uncertainty avoidance
culture

Low uncertainty avoidance
culture = 1

Not low uncertainty avoidance
culture = 0

Superstitious inclination

Superstitious inclination = 1

No superstitious inclination = 0

Risk taking propensity score = 1

Non-risk taking propensity
score = 0

Nature variables:

Nurture variables:

Risk taking propensity score
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Framing Effects. As mentioned in the data collection section, students play a
series of four trading games that differ in terms of whether they are framed in losses (game
1) or framed in gains (game 2), while games 3 and 4 essentially repeat the framing in
games 1 and 2 respectively but with a “need” to profit in two of the five trading sessions
in a game. All four games are, however, played simultaneously with different students
playing in each of the four games as dictated by their trading ID. To capture the games
that students are playing, I construct trading game dummies and name them dummytgn1,
dummytgn2 and dummtgn3 to represent trader game numbers 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
Dummytgn1 = 1 if trader game number is 1 and 0 if trader game number is not 1.
Likewise, dummytgn2 = 1 if trader game number is 2 and 0 if trader game number is not
2, dummytgn3 = 1 if trader game number is 3 and 0 if trader game number is not 3. This
effectively differentiates the contrasting treatment groups in order to capture the framing
effects intended in games 1 and 2, and the effect of needs in games 3 and 4.

3.5 Econometric Framework

The format of my multivariate regressions takes the following form:
𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔
= 𝑓(𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠, 𝑛𝑢𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠, 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠)

The dependent variables that I use to proxy the level of risk taking are trade size,
relative margin utilisation, ticks from market and time in market. My explanatory
variables are the nature and nurture variables. I also control for risk taking propensity
scores and framing effects as my controls.
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My empirical analysis is a cross sectional study to compare the influence that all
my independent variables have on a person’s level of risk taking, as captured by my
dependent variables. I use OLS regressions for all my dependent variables except for
time in market. For time in market, I use OP as the nature of time in market is ordered
from 1 to 5 trading sessions, leading to an ordinal, discrete variable – rather than a
continuous variable.
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CHAPTER 4: EMPIRICAL RESULTS

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter I provide the empirical results to test my hypotheses. I start by
showing the descriptive statistics and correlations that my dependent and independent
variables have with each other. I then report some univariate results that show the
significance that my nature and nurture variables of interest have with my dependent
variables that proxy for risk taking in trading. After this I conduct a multivariate
regression analysis, followed by additional robustness checks for the impact of an
individual’s risk taking propensity plus the effect of framing, vis-à-vis the potential
influence of prospect theory.

4.2 Descriptive Statistics and Univariate Results

Table 3 reports descriptive statistics of the dependent variables I use to measure
the level of risk taking in trading. In all regression models, the level of risk taking in
trading is evaluated using one of the following dependent variables: trade size, relative
margin utilisation, ticks from market and time in market. Of these four dependent
variables of interest, ticks from market and time in market are further decomposed to
investigate if the level of risk taking changes under conditions of need and no need.

Trade size and relative margin utilisation are my primary variables of interest,
yielding 3200 observations. My secondary variables of interest are ticks from market and
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time in market and are split in two subsamples comprising 13% of the sample under
conditions of need and the remaining 87% of no need. As discussed in the methodology
section, a “need” condition arises when a participant is under pressure to achieve a
stipulation for two sessions of profit out of five sessions of trading in a game of play.
Achieving this stipulation relieves the pressure resulting in a “no need” situation in
subsequent sessions within the five trading sessions in a game.
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Table 3: Descriptive Statistics for Dependent Variables
This table presents descriptive statistics on the level of risk taking in trading activities at the game level.
Participants trade futures contracts over four games of five 5 minutes-sessions per game. The individual trades
have been collapsed into games level variables. The split samples compare the level of risk taking of participants
under conditions of “need” and “no need”. A “need” condition arises when a participant is under pressure to
achieve a stipulation for two sessions of profit out of five sessions of trading in a game of play. Achieving this
stipulation relieves the pressure resulting in a “no need” situation in subsequent sessions within the five trading
sessions in a game. All variables are defined in Table 1.
Dependent Variables

observations

mean

median

std. dev.

min

max

Trade size

3200

14.5250

10.0000

11.2307

2.0000

44.0000

Relative margin utilisation

3200

0.0004

-0.0240

0.0968

-0.1399

0.3160

Trading at market

428

0.8294

1.0000

0.3766

0.0000

1.0000

Ticks from market

428

0.1740

0.0335

0.7785

-1.4001

1.5715

Fast liquidation

428

0.8528

1.0000

0.3547

0.0000

1.0000

Time in market

428

1.5683

1.0000

0.7250

1.0000

3.0000

Trading at market

2772

0.9033

1.0000

0.2956

0.0000

1.0000

Ticks from market

2772

0.0934

0.0000

0.6753

-1.4001

1.5715

Fast liquidation

2772

0.7965

1.0000

0.4026

0.0000

1.0000

Time in market

2772

1.4104

1.0000

0.6157

1.0000

3.0000

Sample split into:
Conditions of need:

Conditions of no need:
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Trading at market and fast liquidation are indicator variables for transactions that
are executed at market prices and the squaring of positions within two sessions of trading
respectively, both of which reflect the level of risk taking. As market price is constantly
changing, a trade position can oscillate between profit and loss territories. When there is
a profit need to be met, it makes sense to be out of the market quickly, whether it is to
realise that profit and hence meet the need, or to cut a loss short so as to re-enter the
market for another attempt at meeting the need for profit. In this regard, to be out of the
market quickly necessarily entails either trading at the market or at shortest time in the
market since one would preclude the other. As shown in Table 3, trading at market shows
a smaller mean tick size of 0.8294 under need conditions as compared to 0.9033 under no
need conditions, thus confirming my a priori expectation. Fast liquidation, however has
a longer mean time in market of 0.8528 under need conditions compared to 0.7965 under
no need conditions lending credence to the aforementioned preclusion. Both trading at
market and fast liquidation are indicative of a lower level of risk taking under need
conditions and are deemed a higher level of risk taking in conditions of need.

Table 4 presents the descriptive statistics for the nature variables. 30% of
participants responded to the voluntary socio-demographic survey while 38% responded
to the voluntary risk taking propensity survey, thus reducing the sample size for
independent variables to 923 and 1212, respectively. In the nature variables, 43% of
respondents are female while eldest child make up 15% and youngest child 20% of the
sample. A surprisingly high 75% indicated positive for digit ratio, accounting for three
quarters of respondents having a ring finger that is longer than the index finger. As
previously discussed, this finding is indicative of exposure to a high pre-natal level of
testosterone which, in turn, can lead to higher level of risk taking.
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Table 4: Descriptive Statistics for Independent Variables
This table presents descriptive statistics on the nature and nurture variables for univariate analysis of the level of
risk taking reported in Table 2. All variables are defined in Table 1.
Independent Variables

observations

mean

std. dev.

min

max

Female

923

0.4345

0.4960

0.0000

1.0000

Eldest child

923

0.1463

0.3536

0.0000

1.0000

Youngest child

923

0.2004

0.4005

0.0000

1.0000

Digit ratio

923

0.7530

0.4315

0.0000

1.0000

Age below 25

957

0.3396

0.4738

0.0000

1.0000

Postgraduates

923

0.4800

0.4999

0.0000

1.0000

Trading experience

923

0.3835

0.4865

0.0000

1.0000

Family income from salary

923

0.5818

0.4935

0.0000

1.0000

Family income from
investment

923

0.0282

0.1655

0.0000

1.0000

Strict childhood

923

0.2579

0.4377

0.0000

1.0000

Liberal childhood

923

0.2481

0.4321

0.0000

1.0000

Major family loss

901

0.4107

0.4922

0.0000

1.0000

High masculinity culture

923

0.9101

0.2862

0.0000

1.0000

Low uncertainty avoidance
culture

923

0.1668

0.3730

0.0000

1.0000

Superstitious inclination

923

0.1690

0.3750

0.0000

1.0000

Risk taking propensity score

1212

2.6219

0.8296

0.5000

4.2500

Nature variables:

Nurture variables:
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Also presented in Table 4 are the nurture variables I consider. In the nurture
variables, 34% of respondents are aged below 25 and there are roughly equal number of
postgraduates and undergraduates in the sample. 38% of respondents have had some
trading experience which bodes well for my study. Families with salary income at 58%
is a stark contrast to families with investment income of only 3%. Strict and liberal
childhood are about even at 25% and a significant 41% have experienced major family
loss. 91% of respondents have indicated that their most influential years of adolescent
life took place in a country that rated highly on masculinity culture and 17% in a country
that rated lowly on uncertainty avoidance culture. As explained in my Methodology
section, these ratings are based on the Hofstede model (Hofstede, G 2011) for cultural
comparison. Fundamental to this is what motivates respondents’ actions, with a high
masculinity culture and a low uncertainty avoidance culture positively associated with
higher level of risk taking. Superstitious inclination scored low at 17%.

Table 5 shows the correlation matrix between the dependent variables and
independent variables in my model. I expect, a priori, that my dependent variables are
positively correlated with each other except when comparing ticks from market and time
in market, both under conditions of need and no need. As discussed in the methodology
chapter, the interpretation of the results for trading with need does differ from trading
with no need. Specifically, when there is no need then taking a position in the market
that is closer, by ticks and by time, implies risk taking as there is no particular need for
the transaction to occur for the trader. Similarly, taking a position that is further from the
market in ticks and in time under need conditions, also suggests risk taking since this
prevents the trader from quickly meeting that need as he waits for the order to be filled
by the market.
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Table 5: Correlation Matrix describing the degree of relationship between Dependent Variables and Independent Variables
This table describes the correlations between the dependent variables, nature and nurture variables and also the risk propensity score. All variables are defined in Table 1.

1
Trade size
2
Relative margin utilisation
3
Trading at market - need
4
Ticks from market - need
5
Fast liquidation - need
6
Time in market - need
7
Trading at market - no need
8
Ticks from market - no need
9
Fast liquidation - no need
10 Time in market - no need
11 Female
12 Eldest child
13 Youngest child
14 Digit ratio
15 Age below 25
16 Postgraduates
17 Trading experience
18 Family income from salary
19 Family income from investment
20 Strict childhood
21 Liberal childhood
22 Major family loss
23 High masculinity culture
24 Low uncertainty avoidance culture
25 Superstitious inclination
26 Risk taking propensity score
* p<0.05

1
1.0000
0.8382*
0.0017
0.0360
0.0562
0.0443*
-0.0008
-0.0345
-0.0549
-0.0197
-0.2866*
-0.1294*
0.1728*
-0.0201
0.0501
-0.0131
0.1036*
-0.0663*
0.0882*
0.0835*
0.0944*
0.1221*
0.0110
-0.0195
-0.0606
0.0120

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1.0000
0.0068
0.0436*
0.0258
0.0307
0.0116
-0.0321
-0.0461
-0.0070
-0.3553*
-0.1726*
0.1975*
-0.0398
0.0441
-0.0112
0.1215*
-0.0833*
0.1036*
0.0854*
0.1028*
0.1424*
0.0044
-0.0188
-0.0725*
0.0251

1.0000
.
0.0571
.
-0.6999*
.
-0.0495
.
-0.0460
0.1943*
-0.0367
-0.0247
-0.0839
-0.0090
-0.0045
-0.0249
-0.0252
0.0246
-0.0397
-0.0840
-0.0415
0.1189
-0.1427
0.1048

1.0000
.
0.6473*
.
-0.6251*
.
-0.0213
-0.0138
-0.0490
0.0107
-0.0213
-0.0100
0.0727*
0.0149
0.0197
0.0368
-0.0084
0.0124
-0.0485
-0.0252
0.0038
0.0313
-0.0833*

1.0000
.
-0.0007
.
-0.8099*
.
0.0082
0.0459
0.0065
0.0549
-0.0360
-0.0719
-0.1281
0.0322
0.0045
0.0459
-0.0639
0.1170
-0.0895
0.1753
-0.0144
0.0259

1.0000
.
-0.3764*
.
-0.4472*
0.0290
-0.0313
-0.0250
0.0145
0.0166
0.0930*
0.0226
0.0364
0.0500
-0.0452
0.0135
-0.0422
0.0306
0.0051
-0.0404
-0.0334

1.0000
.
-0.0004
.
0.0766
-0.1448
0.0167
0.0943
0.0416
0.0664
0.0378
0.0320
0.0100
-0.0832
0.0087
-0.0237
-0.0928
-0.0097
0.0591
0.0147

1.0000
.
-0.0244
-0.0465
-0.0232
0.0112
0.0153
0.0240
-0.0084
-0.0045
0.0669
-0.0141
0.0352
-0.0233
0.0171
-0.0011
0.0141
-0.0315
0.0342

1.0000
.
0.0339
-0.0040
-0.0527
-0.0279
0.0069
0.0715
0.1325
-0.0047
-0.0362
0.0378
-0.0347
-0.1445
0.0205
-0.1152
0.1526
-0.0133

1.0000
-0.0325
-0.0028
0.0672
0.0062
-0.0297
-0.0894*
-0.0580
-0.0479
-0.0368
0.0857*
-0.0427
0.0331
-0.0375
-0.0079
0.0314
-0.0458
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Given that margin is a function of trade size, a positive correlation between trade
size and relative margin utilisation is to be expected. At the same time, trade size and
relative margin utilisation is only 0.838 correlated because relative margin utilisation
measures a participant’s margin utilisation relative to all participants. Trade size is also
positively correlated to time in market under conditions of need suggesting that larger
trade size increases time urgency while the same urgency is of course absent under
conditions of no need.

Relative margin utilisation is positively correlated to ticks from market under
conditions of need, reflecting the effect of price, as measured in ticks from market, on
margin, since open positions are mark to market.

Time in market is positively correlated with ticks from market under conditions of
need and negatively correlated under conditions of no need, suggesting time urgency is
more pronounced under conditions of need.

All independent variables have the expected correlations with trade size and
relative margin utilisation except for liberal childhood which is positively correlated,
contrary to expectations. Female and eldest child are negatively correlated to trade size
and relative margin utilisation, pointing to a lower level of risk taking for these two nature
variables. Eldest child is negatively correlated with trade size and relative margin
utilisation and also trade at market prices in times of need, exhibiting a low level of risk
taking. Youngest child and strict childhood are both positively correlated to trade size
and relative margin utilisation as I expect. Trade size and relative margin utilisation
feature positively in trading experience and major family loss suggesting such life
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experiences lead to an increased level of risk taking. Interestingly, trade size and relative
margin utilisation have a negative correlation with family income from salary but a
positive correlation with family income from investment, reflecting one’s family
livelihood as a possible causal influence on one’s level of risk taking. Postgraduates
appear to engage in a higher level of risk taking under conditions of need as shown by its
positive correlation with ticks from market and time in market. All dependent variables,
however, appear to be only weakly correlated to high masculinity culture, low uncertainty
avoidance culture and participants’ risk taking propensity score, a precursor to less
significant results in my subsequent multivariate analysis.

Table 6 provides the correlation matrix for all the independent variables against
each other. The highest significant correlation I observe is between low uncertainty
avoidance culture and high masculinity culture at -0.703. Given that none of the variables
are highly correlated (above 0.8) I do not expect to encounter a multicollinearity problem
with my regressions. The correlation matrix of table 5 also shows that female and eldest
child are negatively correlated to trading experience and high masculinity culture,
suggesting that female and eldest child have a lower level of risk taking. On the other
hand, youngest child is positively correlated to both digit ratio and trading experience,
suggesting an inclination to a higher level of risk taking for youngest child. Strict/liberal
childhood is positively/negatively correlated with female, eldest child and age below 25
suggesting parental control is dictated by gender, birth order and age of child.
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Table 6: Correlation Matrix describing the degree of relationship between Independent Variables
This table describes the correlations between the nature and nurture variables and also the risk propensity score. All variables are defined in Table 1.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

Female

1.0000

2

Eldest child

0.0888*

1.0000

3

Youngest child

-0.1385*

-0.2072*

1.0000

4

Digit ratio

0.0155

0.0593

0.0797*

1.0000

5

Age below 25

0.1015*

0.1943*

-0.0368

-0.1358*

1.0000

6

Postgraduates

0.0986*

-0.1276*

-0.3076*

-0.2643*

0.2769*

1.0000

7

Trading experience

-0.2553*

-0.0238

0.0837*

-0.1940*

-0.0365

0.0183

1.0000

-0.0456

-0.1526*

0.0898*

-0.1597*

0.1357*

0.2078*

0.0725*

1.0000

0.0621

-0.0705*

0.0783*

0.0975*

0.1100*

0.0462

0.0004

-0.2008*

1.0000

8
9

Family income from
salary
Family income from
investment

10

11

12

13

14

15

10

Strict childhood

0.1729*

0.1555*

-0.0477

0.0390

0.1597*

-0.0904*

-0.2204*

-0.1178*

-0.1004*

1.0000

11

Liberal childhood

-0.3010*

-0.2023*

0.1197*

-0.0083

-0.0497

-0.0749*

0.1608*

-0.1334*

0.2964*

-0.3386*

1.0000

12

Major family loss

0.1059*

0.0036

-0.0222

-0.2270*

0.0851*

-0.2341*

-0.1559*

0.0434

-0.1439*

0.1805*

0.0053

1.0000

-0.1218*

-0.0521

0.0155

-0.0483

-0.1454*

-0.0998*

-0.0402

-0.1667*

0.0535

0.0035

0.0666*

0.0475

1.0000

0.1002*

0.2506*

0.0010

-0.1075*

0.0966*

-0.0053

0.1968*

0.2086*

-0.0762*

-0.0180

-0.1696*

-0.1153*

-0.7024*

1.0000

0.0480

-0.0476

-0.0164

-0.0366

-0.2376*

0.0007

-0.1357*

-0.0045

-0.0768*

-0.1006*

-0.0516

0.1129*

-0.0300

-0.0700*

1.0000

0.0340

0.0658

-0.0053

0.0546

0.0083

-0.1842*

0.0736*

-0.0924*

-0.0534

-0.2093*

0.0090

-0.0371

0.0065

0.0828*

-0.0343

13
14
15
16

High masculinity
culture
Low uncertainty
avoidance culture
Superstitious
inclination
Risk taking propensity
score

16

1.0000

* p<0.05
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In addition to looking at the correlations as aforementioned, I examine further the
univariate relation with regards to the difference in means for all my dependent variables,
namely trade size, relative margin utilisation, ticks from market and time in market in
respect of all my independent variables as reported in Tables 7 to 12. Apart from liberal
childhood, all the individual nature and nurture variables that show mean trade size
difference with their respective counterpart and significant at the 1% and 5% levels in
Tables 7 correlate with the univariate relations reported in the correlation matrix in Table
5.

Table 7 shows that the mean trade size for female, eldest child, youngest child,
trading experience, liberal childhood and major family loss versus their respective
counterparts are all significant at the 1% level. Female and eldest child record a lower
mean trade size compared to male and non-eldest child respectively, an indication that
female and eldest child display a lower level of risk taking as manifested in trade size and
confirming my prediction in Table 1. Also, as espoused in Table 1, I expect youngest
child, trading experience and major family loss to all demonstrate a higher mean trade
size against their respective counterpart, which the findings in Table 6 confirm and thus
maintain that youngest child, trading experience and major loss experiences lead to a
higher level of risk taking in trading. Liberal childhood, however, registers a higher mean
Trade size compared to non-liberal childhood and appears to be out of inconsistent with
my expectations in Table 1.
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Table 7: Trade size Univariate results
This table examines the univariate relation between trade size and each of the independent variable. All variables are defined in Table 1.

Signal 1

Signal 2

Mean
Trade
size for
Signal 1

Mean
Trade
size for
Signal 2

Mean
difference

p-value

Female

Female = 1

Male = 0

10.9251

17.2067

-6.2816

0.0000

Eldest child

Eldest child = 1

Not eldest child = 0

11.0819

15.0594

-3.9775

0.0000

Youngest child

Youngest child = 1

Not Youngest child =
0

18.2273

13.5377

4.6896

0.0000

Digit ratio

Ring finger longer
than index finger = 1

Ring finger not longer
than index finger = 0

14.3523

14.8599

-0.5076

0.5273

Age above 25 = 0

13.9564

15.1073

-1.1509

0.1243

14.3298

14.6142

-0.2843

0.6909

15.9051

13.5896

2.3155

0.0022

13.8669

15.3274

-1.4605

0.0441

Independent variables

Nature variables:

Nurture variables:
Age below 25

Age below 25 = 1

Postgraduates

Postgraduates = 1

Trading
experience

Trading experience =
1

No trading experience
=0

Family income from
salary = 1

Family income from
non-salary = 0

Family income
from investment

Family income from
investment = 1

Family income from
non-investment = 0

20.1097

14.3144

5.7952

0.0338

Strict childhood

Strict childhood = 1

Not strict childhood =
0

16.0175

13.9427

2.0749

0.0154

Liberal childhood

Liberal childhood = 1

Not liberal childhood
=0

16.2624

13.8888

2.3736

0.0099

Major family loss

Major family loss = 1

No major family loss
=0

16.0606

13.3491

2.7115

0.0003

High masculinity
culture = 1

Not high masculinity
culture = 0

14.5154

14.0960

0.4194

0.7499

Low uncertainty
avoidance culture = 1

Not low uncertainty
avoidance culture = 0

14.0044

14.5725

-0.5680

0.5290

Superstitious
inclination = 1

No superstitious
inclination = 0

13.0186

14.7745

-1.7559

0.0703

Risk taking propensity
score = 1

Non-risk taking
propensity score = 0

14.3465

14.6338

-0.2873

0.4818

Family income
from salary

High masculinity
culture
Low uncertainty
avoidance culture
Superstitious
inclination

Risk taking propensity
score

Undergraduates = 0
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Family income from salary, family income from investment and strict childhood
show mean trade size difference against their respective counterpart at the 5%
significance level. Family income from salary record a lower mean trade size compared
to family income from non-salary, suggesting a lower level of risk taking in the former.
Family income from investment and strict childhood display a higher mean trade size
compared to family income from non-investment and non-strict childhood respectively,
indicating a higher level of risk taking in participants from family income from
investment and strict childhood, in line with my expectations in Table 1.

The difference in mean relative margin utilisation across all the nature and nurture
variables in Table 8 reveal similar results as in Table 7 for trade size, which I expect is
based on the bi-variate correlation (0.838) of relative margin utilisation and Trade size.
The only exception is family income from salary which has become significant at 1%
from 5% in trade size, reflecting perhaps the financial consciousness and lower level of
risk taking of participants of family income from salary. Once again, the results for means
test of relative margin utilisation across my independent variables are consistent with my
predictions in Table 1.
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Table 8: Relative margin utilisation Univariate results
This table examines the univariate relation between relative margin utilisation and each of the independent variable.
All variables are defined in Table 1.

Independent
variables

Signal 1

Signal 2

Mean
Relative
margin
utilisation
for Signal
1

Mean
Relative
margin
utilisation
for Signal
2

Mean
difference

p-value

Female = 1

Male = 0

-0.0372

0.0282

-0.0654

0.0000

-0.0382

0.0063

-0.0446

0.0000

0.0358

-0.0092

0.0450

0.0000

-0.0023

0.0062

-0.0084

0.2130

-0.0045

0.0040

-0.0086

0.1775

-0.0012

0.0008

-0.0021

0.7328

0.0139

-0.0089

0.0228

0.0004

-0.0066

0.0088

-0.0154

0.0098

0.0553

-0.0018

0.0571

0.0240

Nature variables:
Female
Eldest child

Eldest child = 1

Youngest child

Youngest child = 1

Digit ratio

Ring finger longer
than index finger =
1

Not eldest child
=0
Not youngest
child = 0
Ring finger not
longer than
index finger =
0

Nurture variables:
Age below 25

Age below 25 = 1

Postgraduates

Postgraduates = 1

Trading
experience

Trading experience
=1

Family income
from salary

Family income
from salary = 1

Age above 25 =
0
Undergraduates
=0
No trading
experience = 0
Family income
from nonsalary = 0

Family income
from
investment

Family income
from investment = 1

Family income
from noninvestment = 0

Strict
childhood

Strict childhood = 1

Not strict
childhood = 0

0.0130

-0.0048

0.0178

0.0166

Liberal
childhood

Liberal childhood =
1

Not liberal
childhood = 0

0.0161

-0.0056

0.0217

0.0029

Major family
loss

Major family loss =
1

No major
family loss = 0

0.0154

-0.0112

0.0266

0.0000

High
masculinity
culture

High masculinity
culture = 1

Not high
masculinity
culture = 0

-0.0001

-0.0014

0.0014

0.9060

Low
uncertainty
avoidance
culture

Low uncertainty
avoidance culture =
1

Not low
uncertainty
avoidance
culture = 0

-0.0040

0.0006

-0.0046

0.5613

Superstitious
inclination

Superstitious
inclination = 1

No
superstitious
inclination = 0

-0.0148

0.0028

-0.0176

0.0359

Risk taking
propensity score =
1

Non-risk taking
propensity
score = 0

-0.0014

0.0015

-0.0029

0.4100

Risk taking
propensity score
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Tables 9 and 10 present the means difference for ticks from market under
conditions of need and of no need respectively. As presented in table 9, the difference in
means for ticks from market under conditions of need are not significant across all nature
and nurture variables. Difference in means for Ticks from market under conditions of no
need are also not significant across all nature and nurture variables except for family
income from salary which shows significance at the 10% level as reported in Table 10.
It appears that family income from salary persist with their lower level of risk taking to
trade at higher Ticks from market when there is no need compared to family income from
non-salary.
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Table 9: Ticks from market – Need Univariate results
This table examines the univariate relation between ticks from market – need and each of the independent variable. All variables
are defined in Table 1.

Signal 1

Signal 2

Mean
Ticks
from
market
for
Signal 1

Female

Female = 1

Male = 0

0.2044

0.0971

0.1073

0.4155

Eldest child

Eldest child = 1

0.0098

0.2265

-0.2167

0.1225

Youngest child

Youngest child = 1

0.1958

0.1585

0.0373

0.8594

Ring finger not
longer than index
finger = 0

0.1902

0.0128

0.1774

0.3159

Age above 25 = 0

0.1904

0.1308

0.0596

0.6576

0.2059

0.1150

0.0908

0.4805

0.1904

0.1385

0.0518

0.6881

0.1873

0.1433

0.0440

0.7346

0.1916

0.1608

0.0308

0.9154

Independent variables

Mean
Ticks
from
market
for
Signal 2

Mean
difference

p-value

Nature variables:

Digit ratio

Ring finger longer
than index finger =
1

Not eldest child =
0
Not youngest
child = 0

Nurture variables:
Age below 25

Age below 25 = 1

Postgraduates

Postgraduates = 1

Trading experience

Trading experience
=1

Family income
from salary

Family income from
salary = 1

Undergraduates =
0
No trading
experience = 0
Family income
from non-salary =
0

Family income
from investment

Family income from
investment = 1

Family income
from noninvestment = 0

Strict childhood

Strict childhood = 1

Not strict
childhood = 0

0.0747

0.1992

-0.1245

0.3765

Liberal childhood

Liberal childhood =
1

Not liberal
childhood = 0

0.1718

0.1587

0.0131

0.9265

Major family loss

Major family loss =
1

No major family
loss = 0
Not high
masculinity
culture = 0
Not low
uncertainty
avoidance culture
=0

0.1436

0.1764

-0.0327

0.8016

0.1333

0.3006

-0.1673

0.3237

0.1515

0.1665

-0.0150

0.9178

0.2629

0.1462

0.1167

0.5301

0.1308

0.1918

-0.0609

0.4621

High masculinity
culture

High masculinity
culture = 1

Low uncertainty
avoidance culture

Low uncertainty
avoidance culture =
1

Superstitious
inclination

Superstitious
inclination = 1

No superstitious
inclination = 0

Risk taking
propensity score = 1

Non-risk taking
propensity score
=0

Risk taking propensity
score
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Table 10: Ticks from market – No Need Univariate results
This table examines the univariate relation between ticks from market – no need and each of the independent variable. All
variables are defined in Table 1.

Independent variables

Signal 1

Signal 2

Mean
Ticks
from
market
for
Signal 1

Mean
Ticks
from
market
for
Signal 2

Mean
difference

p-value

Female = 1

Male = 0

0.0002

0.0559

-0.0557

0.1867

-0.0031

0.0383

-0.0413

0.5102

0.0458

0.0297

0.0162

0.7495

Ring finger not
longer than index
finger = 0

0.0385

0.0179

0.0205

0.6644

Age above 25 = 0

0.0551

0.0250

0.0300

0.4876

0.0279

0.0378

-0.0099

0.8120

0.0297

0.0352

-0.0055

0.8977

0.0651

-0.0154

0.0805

0.0574

-0.0190

0.0344

-0.0534

0.6892

Nature variables:
Female
Eldest child

Eldest child = 1

Youngest child

Youngest child = 1

Digit ratio

Ring finger longer
than index finger =
1

Not eldest child =
0
Not youngest
child = 0

Nurture variables:
Age below 25

Age below 25 = 1

Postgraduates

Postgraduates = 1

Trading experience

Trading experience
=1

Family income
from salary

Family income from
salary = 1

Undergraduates =
0
No trading
experience = 0
Family income
from non-salary =
0

Family income
from investment

Family income from
investment = 1

Family income
from noninvestment = 0

Strict childhood

Strict childhood = 1

Not strict
childhood = 0

0.0688

0.0211

0.0477

0.3176

Liberal childhood

Liberal childhood =
1

Not liberal
childhood = 0

0.0089

0.0409

-0.0320

0.5084

Major family loss

Major family loss =
1

No major family
loss = 0
Not high
masculinity
culture = 0
Not low
uncertainty
avoidance culture
=0

0.0439

0.0234

0.0204

0.6327

0.0329

0.0353

-0.0024

0.9756

0.0527

0.0296

0.0230

0.6900

-0.0075

0.0416

-0.0491

0.3709

0.0820

0.1008

-0.0189

0.4725

High masculinity
culture

High masculinity
culture = 1

Low uncertainty
avoidance culture

Low uncertainty
avoidance culture =
1

Superstitious
inclination

Superstitious
inclination = 1

No superstitious
inclination = 0

Risk taking
propensity score = 1

Non risk taking
propensity score
=0

Risk taking propensity
score
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Tables 11 and 12 present the means difference for time in market under conditions
of need and of no need respectively. As presented in Table 11, the mean difference for
time in market under conditions of need is not significant across all nature and nurture
variables, a similar result to ticks from market. Table 12 however, shows that under
conditions of no need the means difference in time in market for postgraduates and strict
childhood are significant at the 5% level. Postgraduates persist with their higher level of
risk taking to trade at shorter time in market when there is no need when compared to
undergraduates. Trading experience trade at shorter time in market thus exhibiting the
same high level of risk taking despite trading under conditions of no need, perhaps
reflecting (over)confidence in their trading ability, albeit at the 10% level of significance.
On the other hand, strict childhood trade at a longer time in market relative to non-strict
childhood when there is no need, appearing to become less inclined to risk taking. At the
10% significance level, youngest child trade at longer time in market relative to nonyoungest child under conditions of no need, which is inconsistent with my previous results
and my a priori expectations. Finally, participants’ risk taking propensity score does not
show any significant difference in the means for all dependent variables.
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Table 11: Time in market – Need Univariate results
This table examines the univariate relation between time in market – need and each of the independent variable. All variables
are defined in Table 1.

Independent variables

Signal 1

Signal 2

Mean
Time in
market
for
Signal 1

Mean
Time in
market
for
Signal 2

Mean
difference

p-value

Female = 1

Male = 0

1.6381

1.5852

0.0529

0.7187

1.6127

1.6193

-0.0066

0.9665

1.5000

1.6311

-0.1311

0.5761

Ring finger not
longer than index
finger = 0

1.6082

1.6667

-0.0584

0.7672

Age above 25 = 0

1.6081

1.6190

-0.0109

0.9412

1.6694

1.5606

0.1088

0.4479

1.7264

1.5242

0.2022

0.1581

1.6133

1.6205

-0.0072

0.9604

1.5000

1.6239

-0.1239

0.7009

Nature variables:
Female
Eldest child

Eldest child = 1

Youngest child

Youngest child = 1

Digit ratio

Ring finger longer
than index finger =
1

Not eldest child =
0
Not youngest
child = 0

Nurture variables:
Age below 25

Age below 25 = 1

Postgraduates

Postgraduates = 1

Trading experience

Trading experience
=1

Family income
from salary

Family income from
salary = 1

Undergraduates =
0
No trading
experience = 0
Family income
from non-salary =
0

Family income
from investment

Family income from
investment = 1

Family income
from noninvestment = 0

Strict childhood

Strict childhood = 1

Not strict
childhood = 0

1.6618

1.5988

0.0630

0.6884

Liberal childhood

Liberal childhood =
1

Not liberal
childhood = 0

1.5758

1.6341

-0.0584

0.7126

Major family loss

Major family loss =
1

No major family
loss = 0
Not high
masculinity
culture = 0
Not low
uncertainty
avoidance culture
=0

1.4898

1.7121

-0.2223

0.1233

1.6246

1.5833

0.0413

0.8275

1.4731

1.6706

-0.1975

0.2202

1.9063

1.5707

0.3355

0.1034

1.6182

1.5477

0.0705

0.3607

High masculinity
culture

High masculinity
culture = 1

Low uncertainty
avoidance culture

Low uncertainty
avoidance culture =
1

Superstitious
inclination

Superstitious
inclination = 1

No superstitious
inclination = 0

Risk taking
propensity score = 1

Non-risk taking
propensity score
=0

Risk taking propensity
score
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Table 12: Time in market – No Need Univariate results
This table examines the univariate relation between time in market – no need and each of the independent variable. All variables
are defined in Table 1.

Independent variables

Signal 1

Signal 2

Mean
Time in
market
for
Signal 1

Mean
Time in
market
for
Signal 2

Mean
difference

p-value

Female = 1

Male = 0

1.3928

1.4334

-0.0405

0.3560

1.4122

1.4174

-0.0053

0.9358

1.4957

1.3953

0.1004

0.0563

Ring finger not
longer than index
finger = 0

1.4190

1.4104

0.0086

0.8609

Age above 25 = 0

1.4251

1.3869

0.0382

0.3896

1.3591

1.4688

-0.1097

0.0110

1.3701

1.4442

-0.0735

0.0994

1.3929

1.4529

-0.0600

0.1736

1.2750

1.4204

-0.1454

0.2956

Nature variables:
Female
Eldest child

Eldest child = 1

Youngest child

Youngest child = 1

Digit ratio

Ring finger longer
than index finger =
1

Not eldest child =
0
Not youngest
child = 0

Nurture variables:
Age below 25

Age below 25 = 1

Postgraduates

Postgraduates = 1

Trading experience

Trading experience
=1

Family income
from salary

Family income from
salary = 1

Undergraduates =
0
No trading
experience = 0
Family income
from non-salary =
0

Family income
from investment

Family income from
investment = 1

Family income
from noninvestment = 0

Strict childhood

Strict childhood = 1

Not strict
childhood = 0

1.5072

1.3862

0.1210

0.0148

Liberal childhood

Liberal childhood =
1

Not liberal
childhood = 0

1.3705

1.4316

-0.0611

0.2251

Major family loss

Major family loss =
1

No major family
loss = 0
Not high
masculinity
culture = 0
Not low
uncertainty
avoidance culture
=0

1.4489

1.4073

0.0415

0.3547

1.4101

1.4958

-0.0858

0.2869

1.4053

1.4188

-0.0135

0.8226

1.4588

1.4080

0.0508

0.3727

1.4066

1.4129

-0.0063

0.7931

High masculinity
culture

High masculinity
culture = 1

Low uncertainty
avoidance culture

Low uncertainty
avoidance culture =
1

Superstitious
inclination

Superstitious
inclination = 1

No superstitious
inclination = 0

Risk taking
propensity score = 1

Non-risk taking
propensity score
=0

Risk taking propensity
score
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4.3 Nature versus Nurture Multivariate Results

Focusing first on the results in Table 13 from where the dependent variable is
trade size, the regression results indicate that if the trader is a female then the level of risk
taking is reduced by 5.75 trade size points. This value is not only statistically significant
at the 1 % level, but also economically significant as it implies a proportional reduction
of 39.6% (57.5%) of the average (median) trade size values extracted from Table 3 (the
mean and median trade size values for the entire sample are 14.525 and 10, respectively).
The impact from being the eldest child (with a coefficient estimate of -2.448) also reduces
trade size, albeit by a smaller proportion of 16.85%. Being the youngest child also yields
a significant coefficient estimate of 3.301, suggesting risk taking increases by 22.72%
relative to the average trade size value.
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Table 13: Effects of Nature Variables on the Level of Risk Taking in Trading
This table reports the regression results of participants’ nature variables on the level of risk taking in trading. I
use four dependent variables to capture the level of risk taking, namely Trade size, Relative margin utilisation,
Ticks from market and Time in market. Ticks from market and Time in market are split between participants trading
under conditions of “need” and of “no need”. Ordered probit regressions are used when Time in market is the
dependent variable. Nature variables refer to differentiated quality or characteristics that one is born with. All
variables are defined in Table 1.

Nature variables

Trade size

OLS
Ordered probit
Relative
Ticks from Ticks from
Time in
Time in
margin
market with market with market with market with
utilisation
need
no need
need
no need

Female

-5.750***

-0.0601***

0.219

-0.0551

0.0459

-0.0719

Eldest child

-2.448**

-0.0295***

-0.301**

-0.0384

-0.0170

0.0547

Youngest child

3.301***

0.0300***

0.0423

0.00101

-0.230

0.188*

-0.530

-0.00813

0.299

0.0230

-0.0290

0.00236

17.07***

0.0303***

-0.139

0.0432

923

923

115

808

115

808

0.103

0.160

0.022

0.003

-127.5680

-903.4597

Digit ratio
Constant
Observations
Adj R2/Log likelihood

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Similar results are also obtained when the dependent variable is the relative margin
utilization. Significance, across the board for all the nature variables with the exception
of the digit ratio variable, is at the 1%. A female trader has a coefficient estimate of 0.060 points in relative margin utilisation and is statistically significant at the 1% level.
This value also accounts for a substantial 62% of the standard deviation in the relative
margin utilisation value extracted from Table 3 (the standard deviation for relative
margin utilisation values for the entire sample is 0.097). The impact from being the eldest
child (with a coefficient estimate of -0.0295) accounts for 30.5% of the standard deviation
for relative margin utilisation. Equally, being the youngest child yields a significant
coefficient estimate of 0.030 and accounts for 31.0% of the standard deviation in relative
margin utilisation.

The results obtained for the remaining regressions when I use ticks from market
and time in market under both conditions of need and of no need are far more sparse, in
terms of obtaining significant coefficient estimates. Only eldest child shows significance
for ticks from market under conditions of need and even then only at the 5% level. I find
being an eldest child returns a significant coefficient estimate of -0.301, indicating that
risk taking in relation to ticks from market trim 19.2% under conditions of need. Youngest
child on the other hand, is significant at the 10% level and positive for time in market
under conditions of no need.

The regression results in Table 14 use the same dependent variables as before,
namely trade size, relative margin utilisation, ticks from market and time in market but,
in this instance, on nurture variables. Trading experience, strict childhood and major
family loss are all statistically significant at the 1% level suggesting that life experiences
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have a compelling effect on one’s risk taking. The regression results indicate that if the
trader has trading experience then the level of risk taking increases by 3.134 trade size
points. This has economic significance as it implies a proportional increment of 21.6%
(31.3%) of the average (median) trade size values extracted from Table 3 (the mean and
median trade size values for the entire sample are 14.525 and 10, respectively). Having
a strict childhood also yields a significant coefficient estimate of 2.700, suggesting risk
taking increases by 18.6% relative to the average trade size value. The level of risk taking
also escalates with experiences of major family loss (3.198) raising trade size by 22.0%.
Family income from investment is also significant, albeit at the 5% level. The impact
from family income from investment with a coefficient estimate of 5.405, boosts trade size
by 37.2%. Liberal childhood (1.716) increases trade size by 11.8%, a much more muted
impact but nonetheless inconsistent with my expectations. Liberal childhood is however
not statistically significant for relative margin utilisation.
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Table 14: Effects of Nurture Variables on the Level of Risk Taking in Trading
This table reports the regression results of participants’ nurture variables on the level of risk taking in trading. I
use four dependent variables to capture the level of risk taking, namely Trade size, Relative margin utilisation,
Ticks from market and Time in market. Ticks from market and Time in market are split between participants trading
under conditions of “need” and of “no need”. Ordered probit regressions are used when Time in market is the
dependent variable. Nurture variables refer to differentiated attributes one acquires through life experiences within
and outside the family structure as well as exposure to national culture. All variables are defined in Table 1.

Nurture variables

Trade size

OLS
Ordered probit
Relative
Ticks from Ticks from
Time in
Time in
margin
market with market with market with market with
utilisation
need
no need
need
no need

Age below 25

0.591

0.00249

0.0784

0.00610

-0.0375

-0.00384

Postgraduates

0.524

0.00635

0.137

-0.0198

0.0979

-0.236**

Trading experience

3.134***

0.0310***

-0.0454

-0.00806

0.368

-0.0130

Family income from
salary

-1.149

-0.0131**

-0.146

0.0874*

0.0353

-0.0616

Family income from
investment

5.405**

0.0554***

-0.110

0.00786

-0.170

-0.225

Strict childhood

2.700***

0.0226***

-0.152

0.0490

0.183

0.154

Liberal childhood

1.716*

0.0129

-0.00567

0.00433

-0.0710

-0.0895

Major family loss

3.198***

0.0330***

0.149

0.00706

-0.465

-0.0238

High masculinity culture

-0.465

-0.00983

-0.439

0.0322

0.225

-0.393*

Low uncertainty
avoidance culture

-0.381

-0.00557

-0.209

0.0183

-0.278

-0.236

Superstitious inclination

-0.938

-0.0118

0.173

-0.0353

0.617

0.0771

11.56***

-0.0205

0.532

-0.0525

901

901

115

786

115

786

0.050

0.069

0.040

0.007

-122.1457

-880.2036

Constant
Observations
Adj R2/Log likelihood

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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As I expect, similar results are obtained when the dependent variable is the relative
margin utilization. Trading experience, strict childhood and major family loss are again
all statistically significant at the 1% level, a reinforcement that life experiences have a
powerful effect on one’s risk taking. The regression results show a coefficient estimate
of 0.031 for participants with trading experience, accounting for 32.0% of the standard
deviation in relative margin utilisation values extracted from Table 3 (the standard
deviation value for the entire sample is 0.0968). Having a strict childhood also yields a
significant coefficient estimate of 0.023, accounting for 23.8% of the standard deviation
in relative margin utilisation value.

The level of risk taking also escalates with

experiences of major family loss (0.033) accounting for 34.1% in the standard deviation
of relative margin utilisation.

Family income from investment is also statistically

significant at the 1% level and the impact of a coefficient estimate of 0.055 explains the
56.8% in the standard deviation of relative margin utilisation. Family income from salary
(-0.013) however, is relatively more subdued and explains only 13.4% in the standard
deviation of relative margin utilisation at the 5% significance level.

Turning to the results obtained for the remaining regressions when I use ticks from
market and time in market under both conditions of need and of no need, I find only
sporadic instances of obtaining significant coefficient estimates for the nurture variables
when trading under conditions of no need. All nurture variables, however, do not show
coefficients of statistical significance with both ticks from market and time in market
when trading under conditions of need. The only nurture variable that shows any
statistical significance for ticks from market under no need conditions is family income
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from salary, which has a coefficient estimate of 0.087 implying a 93.6% reduction in risk
taking and is significant only at the 10% level. For time in market under conditions of no
need, postgraduates is negative and significant at the 5% level while high masculinity
culture is significant at the 10% level and also negative.

In Table 15, I present the regression results for all my nature and nurture variables
with the same set of dependent variables as before. Interestingly, ticks from market under
need conditions for eldest child and time in market under no need conditions for youngest
child (both as interpreted under Table 13 results) are now no longer statistically
significant when combined with nurture variables. At the same time, digit ratio has
become significant when combined with nurture variables. Where the dependent variable
is trade size, the regression results in Table 14 indicate that if the trader has a ring finger
longer than his index finger (digit ratio), then the level of risk taking increases by 1.78
trade size points.

This value is statistically significant at the 5% level and also

economically significant as it implies a proportional increase of 12.5% (17.8%) of the
average (median) trade size values extracted from Table 2 (the mean and median trade
size values for the entire sample are 14.525 and 10, respectively). Digit ratio also
intensifies risk taking by 32.3 times the mean relative margin utilisation values reported
in Table 3 (0.0004), albeit at the 10% significance level and with a coefficient estimate
of 0.013. As for ticks from market with need, digit ratio has a coefficient estimate of
0.645 at the 5% significance level, suggesting a 3.7 times spike in risk taking for digit
ratio with need conditions.
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Table 15: Effects of Nature and Nurture Variables on the Level of Risk Taking in Trading
This table reports the regression results of participants’ nature and nurture variables on the level of risk taking in
trading. I use four dependent variables to capture the level of risk taking, namely Trade size, Relative margin
utilisation, Ticks from market and Time in market. Ticks from market and Time in market are split between
participants trading under conditions of “need” and of “no need”. Ordered probit regressions are used when Time
in market is the dependent variable. Nature variables refer to differentiated quality or characteristics that one is
born with as opposed to nurture variables which refer to differentiated attributes one acquires through life
experiences within and outside the family structure as well as exposure to national culture. All variables are
defined in Table 1.

Trade size

Nature variables:
Female

OLS
Ordered probit
Relative
Ticks from Ticks from
Time in
Time in
margin
market with market with market with market with
utilisation
need
no need
need
no need

-7.231***

-0.0765***

0.303

-0.0729

0.354

-0.182*

Eldest child

-4.861***

-0.0543***

-0.282

-0.0900

-0.700

0.126

Youngest child

4.262***

0.0399***

-0.0987

-0.00741

-1.022

0.137

Digit ratio

1.780**

0.0129*

0.645**

0.0472

-0.291

-0.149

Nurture variables:
Age below 25

1.628*

0.0141**

0.451

0.0278

0.312

-0.0272

3.078***

0.0297***

-0.0426

-0.00144

-0.553

-0.220**

Trading experience

1.269

0.0104*

0.0343

-0.0262

0.161

-0.0843

Family income from
salary

-3.579***

-0.0386***

-0.202

0.0655

0.104

-0.0798

Family income from
investment

6.471***

0.0683***

-0.657

0.0139

-1.321

-0.169

Strict childhood

3.129***

0.0272***

-0.227

0.0524

0.214

0.150

Liberal childhood

-1.107

-0.0171**

0.0429

-0.0176

0.435

-0.151

Major family loss

5.049***

0.0503***

0.149

0.0304

-1.352*

-0.0446

1.691

0.0107

-0.303

0.0871

1.056

-0.518**

4.088***

0.0401***

-0.158

0.0900

0.329

-0.328

-0.450

-0.00678

0.193

-0.0303

0.609

0.0503

10.70***

-0.0187

-0.248

-0.109

901

901

115

786

115

786

0.189

0.284

0.120

0.013

-120.7604

-876.6711

Postgraduates

High masculinity culture
Low uncertainty
avoidance culture
Superstitious inclination

Constant
Observations
Adj R2/Log likelihood
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Postgraduates (with coefficient estimates of 3.078), family income from salary (3.579), and low uncertainty avoidance culture (4.088) have all become very significant
at the 1% level in the combined nature and nurture regression model in Table 15.
Postgraduates now indicate 21.2% (30.8%) proportional increase of the average (median)
trade size values extracted from Table 3 (the mean and median trade size values for the
entire sample are 14.525 and 10, respectively). Family income from salary implies a
24.6% proportional reduction in trade size while the impact from low uncertainty
avoidance culture is a 28.1% hike in trade size. Family income from investment has
increased in statistical significance from 5% to 1% while age below 25 has also increased
to 10% from not statistically significant. Trading experience and liberal childhood are
no longer statistically significant as compared to 1% and 10%, respectively before
combining with nature variables.

Similar results are also obtained for postgraduates (with coefficient estimates of
0.030), family income from salary (-0.039), and low uncertainty avoidance culture
(0.040) when the dependent variable is

relative margin utilization. The economic

significance is not only similar to the results from using trade size as the dependent
variable but greatly amplified with relative margin utilisation. Postgraduates and low
uncertainty avoidance culture have now amplified risk taking by 75 times and 100 times
respectively while family income from salary has scaled back 97.5 times. Age below 25
has increased to 5% from not statistically significant, family income from salary from 5%
to 1% and liberal childhood from not significant to 5% significant. Trading experience
has dropped from 1% to 10% statistically significant.
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Where the dependent variable is ticks from market, family income from salary has
dropped from 10% significant to not significant when combined with nature variables.
Time in market under need conditions for major family loss is negative at the 10%
significance level compared with not significant before. High masculinity culture is
negative and significant at the 5% level compared to 10% before.

4.4 The Impact of Individual Risk Taking Propensity Score

In social and personal psychology, attitudes to risk taking are viewed as a
personality trait. Researchers often measure attitudes towards risk by means of surveys
that include questions about risky behaviours with scales designed to directly measure
across different domains. The Domain-Specific Risk Taking (Dospert) scale by Weber
et al is a case in point and is based on the notion that risk taking is domain specific.

To determine if my nature and nurture variables are indeed robust predictors of
the level of risk taking in trading after controlling for a person’s personal psychological
underpinnings, I consider in this section the effect of one’s risk taking propensity score.
I am interested to test if the effects of nature and nurture variables would become subdued
or be strengthened by one’s personal and psychological underpinnings. As detailed in the
Methodology chapter, my risk taking propensity score is determined from participants’
self-assessed likelihood of taking risk in survey responses to investing and gambling
questions, in a modified adoption of the Dospert Scale.
Table 16 reports the composition of nature and nurture variables within samples
of individual risk taking and non-risk taking propensity score to examine the relation
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between an individual’s risk taking propensity score and their nature and nurture
variables. As presented, within my nature variables there are no female nor eldest child
in my subsample of risk taking which strongly supports my earlier results that female and
eldest child are low risk takers. Within the risk taking subsample, 32% are youngest child
and 90% have a ring finger longer than the index finger (digit ratio) compared to 19.4%
and 72.8% respectively in the non-risk taking subsample, suggesting youngest child’s and
digit ratio’s association with a high risk taking propensity score. All nature variables
appear to adhere to my expectations with regard to their level of risk taking.
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Table 16: Composition of Nature and Nurture Variables within Samples of Individual Risk Taking and
Non-Risk taking propensity score
This table reports the composition of nature and nurture variables within samples of individual risk taking and
non-risk taking propensity score. Nature variables refer to differentiated quality or characteristics that one is born
with as opposed to nurture variables which refer to differentiated attributes one acquired through life experiences
within and outside the family structure as well as exposure to national cultures. Risk taking propensity score are
participants’ self-assessed likelihood of taking risk in survey responses to investing and gambling questions. All
variables are defined in Table 1.
Proportion of independent
variables within risk
taking sample

Proportion of independent
variables within non risk
taking sample

Female

0.0000

0.3611

Eldest child

0.0000

0.0444

Youngest child

0.3200

0.1944

Digit ratio

0.9000

0.7278

Age below 25

0.4600

0.3667

Postgraduates

0.4600

0.5500

Trading experience

0.6800

0.3722

Family income from salary

0.6800

0.6111

Family income from investment

0.0000

0.0556

Strict childhood

0.0000

0.3944

Liberal childhood

0.3200

0.2389

Major family loss

0.2444

0.5444

High masculinity culture

0.6400

0.8889

Low uncertainty avoidance culture

0.3600

0.1111

Superstitious inclination

0.3200

0.0833

Nature variables:

Nurture variables:

Observations for Risk Taking = 50 and for Non-Risk Taking = 180
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The results for the nurture variables are mixed. Within the risk taking subsample,
46% are age below 25, 68% have trading experience and 36% are from a low uncertainty
avoidance culture compared to 36.7%, 37.2% and 11.1% respectively in the non-risk
taking subsample, indicating that age below 25, trading experience and low uncertainty
avoidance culture are indeed associated with a high risk taking propensity score.
However, family income from salary constitutes 68% while family income from
investment and strict childhood are not present in the subsample for risk taking, which is
a deviation from what I expect, although it may be due in part to the small number of
observations in the risk taking subsample.

Table 17 looks at the effect of including my risk taking propensity score as a
control variable in my multivariate regression. The regression results show that risk
taking propensity score is significant at the 1% level for trade size, indicating that if the
trader has a high risk taking propensity score then the level of risk taking increases by
1.682 trade size points. This implies a proportional increment of 11.6% (16.8%) of the
average (median) trade size values extracted from Table 3 (the mean and median trade
size values for the entire sample are 14.525 and 10, respectively).
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Table 17: Effects of Nature and Nurture Variables plus Individual Risk taking propensity score on the Level
of Risk Taking in Trading
This table reports the regression results of participants’ nature and nurture variables as well their individual risk
taking propensity score on the level of risk taking in trading. I use four dependent variables to capture the level
of risk taking, namely Trade size, Relative margin utilisation, Ticks from market and Time in market. Ticks from
market and Time in market are split between participants trading under conditions of “need” and of “no need”.
Ordered probit regressions are used when Time in market is the dependent variable. Nature variables refer to
differentiated quality or characteristics that one is born with as opposed to nurture variables which refer to
differentiated attributes one acquires through life experiences within and outside the family structure as well as
exposure to national culture. Risk taking propensity score are participants’ self-assessed likelihood of taking risk
in survey responses to investing and gambling questions. All variables are defined in Table 1.

Independent variables
Trade size

Nature variables:
Female

OLS
Ordered probit
Relative
Ticks from Ticks from
Time in
Time in
margin
market with market with market with market with
utilisation
need
no need
need
no need

-6.658***

-0.0705***

0.356

-0.0709

0.355

-0.178*

Eldest child

-5.752***

-0.0615***

-0.367

-0.0878

-0.0614

0.0691

Youngest child

4.177***

0.0402***

-0.230

-0.0204

-0.347

0.124

Digit ratio

0.465

-0.000753

0.602*

0.0365

-0.440

-0.0763

Nurture variables:
Age below 25

2.738***

0.0249***

0.431

0.0241

-0.473

-0.0455

Postgraduates

2.973***

0.0301***

-0.112

-0.0119

-0.105

-0.182*

Trading experience

2.188***

0.0187***

-0.0560

-0.000569

0.120

-0.108

Family income from
salary

-2.331***

-0.0244***

0.0726

0.0780

0.0159

-0.147

Family income from
investment

7.608***

0.0816***

-0.609

0.0345

-0.770

-0.197

Strict childhood

3.435***

0.0317***

-0.239

0.0655

0.710

0.194

Liberal childhood

-2.209**

-0.0287***

-0.0664

-0.0214

0.593

-0.0986

Major family loss

4.320***

0.0422***

-0.0994

0.0318

-1.298

0.0373

High masculinity culture

0.411

0.00307

0.306

-0.00713

0.0468

-0.295

Superstitious inclination

0.871

0.00684

0.318

-0.0160

0.821

0.0673

Risk taking propensity score

1.682***

0.0193***

-0.0246

0.0288

0.479*

-0.000133

Constant

7.811***

-0.0607***

-0.642

-0.0883

828

828

80

748

80

748

0.205

0.311

0.145

0.013

-83.7715

-834.859

Observations
Adj R2/Log likelihood
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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With relative margin utilisation as the dependent variable, the regression results
show a coefficient estimate of 0.019 for participants with a high risk taking propensity
score, accounting for 19.9% of the standard deviation in relative margin utilisation values
extracted from Table 3 (the standard deviation value for the entire sample is 0.0968).

For time in market under conditions of need, risk taking propensity score is
positive and significant at the 10% level.

Compared to Table 15 (multivariate regression without risk taking propensity
score), all the nature variables retain their significance with trade size and relative margin
utilisation except for digit ratio which has completely lost its significant correlation with
trade size and relative margin utilisation while returning a lower significance level of
10% (compared to 5% in Table 15).

As for the nurture variables, postgraduates, family income from salary, family
income from investment, strict childhood and major family loss retain their significance
with trade size and relative margin utilisation at the 1% level. Improvements are seen in
age below 25, trading experience and liberal childhood, which have now become
significant at the 1% level with trade size and relative margin utilisation.

With regard to time in market with no need, postgraduates and high masculinity
culture have fallen in significance from 5% to 10%, albeit both continue to be negative.
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4.5 The Impact of Framing Effects

A significant body of theoretical work and a growing number of empirical studies
have investigated attitudes to risk taking in decision making under uncertainty within the
framework of expected utility or its variant, Prospect Theory. According to Prospect
Theory, people tend to more likely to take risks when facing losses (i.e., exhibiting loss
aversion) and more risk-averse when facing gains, a pattern known as the framing effect
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1979).

To determine if one’s nature and nurture variables are robust predictors of the
level of risk taking in trading in the context of decision making under uncertainty, I
consider the framing effects of Prospect theory in this section, details of which are set out
in the Methodology chapter. In order to investigate participants’ level of risk taking
derived from risky choices in trading in the manner of framing effects in Prospect Theory,
I conduct experiments in which students participate in a series of four games comprising
five sessions of trading per game. In Game 1, participants start with zero marks (akin to
facing losses) and hence need to earn marks by making trading profits. A net (of interest)
trading profit at the conclusion of the game earns 3 marks while a net loss results in zero
marks, thus framing the game negatively with the emphasis on “losses” to begin with, so
as to test for risk taking behaviour. In Game 2, three marks are awarded upfront (akin to
facing gains) on the premise that participants will be profitable at the conclusion of the
game. Participants need to avoid losing marks by not making trading losses. However,
if participants fail to make a net (of interest) trading profit at the conclusion of the game,
they lose their “pre-awarded” 3 marks, thus framing the game positively with the
emphasis on “gains” to begin with, so as to test for risk averse behaviour.
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Game 3 is a repeat of the framing effects in game 1 but with the added stipulation
that participants need to be profitable for 2 trading sessions. Achieving profits in 2
sessions AND net (of interest) trading profit at the conclusion of the game earns 5 marks,
and zero marks otherwise. Game 4 is a repeat of the framing effects of game 2 but with
the added stipulation that participants need to be profitable for 2 trading sessions.
Participants are awarded 5 marks upfront on the premise that they will achieve profits in
2 sessions AND net (of interest) trading profit at the conclusion of the game, failing which
they lose the “pre-awarded” 5 marks. The added stipulation in games 3 and 4 function as
a need requirement, designed to test if need conditions shift the level of risk taking.

With the trading games set up in gains/losses frames, I test my hypothesis as
discussed in the Literature Review and Hypotheses chapter that the framing effects in
prospect theory do not explain all the variations of risk taking in trading that nature and
nurture variables can explain.

I first investigate if the framing effects can be established with the use of dummies
to represent the different games. Table 18 presents the regression results for the effects
of games framing on the level of risk taking in trading showing that game 1 confirms the
risk taking expectation under the framing effect for losses and is significant at the 5%
level for trade size and relative margin utilisation. Game 2 however is not significant
with respect to trade size and relative margin utilisation in confirming the risk aversion
expected under the framing effect for gains.
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Table 18: Effects of Games Framing on the Level of Risk Taking in Trading
This table reports the regression results of games framing on the level of risk taking in trading. I use four dependent
variables to capture the level of risk taking, namely Trade size, Relative margin utilisation, Ticks from market and
Time in market. Ticks from market and Time in market are split between participants trading under conditions of
“need” and of “no need”. Ordered probit regressions are used when Time in market is the dependent variable.
Games framing relates to the positive or negative frames presented in the four games that all participants partake.
All variables are defined in Table 1.

Trade size

Games framing:
Trader game 1

OLS
Ordered probit
Relative
Ticks from Ticks from
Time in
Time in
margin
market with market with market with market with
utilisation
need
no need
need
no need

1.126**

0.0109**

-0.398***

-0.0847**

-0.0650

0.0661

Trader game 2

-0.330

-0.000387

-0.196*

-0.0159

-0.0638

0.0880

Trader game 3

-0.238

-0.00156

-0.282**

-0.0827**

0.00439

-0.0250

14.40***

-0.00170

0.416***

0.137***

Observations

3,200

3,200

428

2,772

428

2,772

Adj R2/Log likelihood

0.002

0.002

0.020

0.002

-516.745

-3015.583

Constant

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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I then look at the framing effects after controlling for risk taking propensity score, the
results of which are reported in Table 19. The regression results show that all the basic
framing effects of game 1 and 2 have disappeared in significance after introducing the
control variable. Game 3 however retains its 5% significance level for ticks from market
under conditions of need.
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Table 19: Effects of Games Framing and Individual Risk taking propensity score on the Level of Risk Taking
in Trading
This table reports the regression results of games framing and individual risk taking propensity score on the level
of risk taking in trading. I use four dependent variables to capture the level of risk taking, namely Trade size,
Relative margin utilisation, Ticks from market and Time in market. Ticks from market and Time in market are split
between participants trading under conditions of “need” and of “no need”. Ordered probit regressions are used
when Time in market is the dependent variable. Risk taking propensity score are participants’ self-assessed
likelihood of taking risk in survey responses to investing and gambling questions. Games framing relates to the
positive or negative frames presented in the four games that all participants partake. All variables are defined in
Table 1.

Independent variables
Trade size

OLS
Ordered probit
Relative
Ticks from Ticks from
Time in
Time in
margin
market with market with market with market with
utilisation
need
no need
need
no need

Risk taking propensity score

0.160

0.00286

-0.0212

0.0258

0.0232

-0.0643

Games framing:
Trader game 1

0.880

0.00993

-0.143

-0.0655

0.0223

0.0449

Trader game 2

-0.878

-0.00293

-0.211

-0.0357

0.472

0.0459

Trader game 3

-0.663

-0.00612

-0.403**

-0.0375

-0.0520

-0.0557

14.08***

-0.00917

0.407

0.0485

Observations

1,212

1,212

125

1,087

125

1,087

Adj R2/Log likelihood

0.001

0.001

0.009

0.003

-134.481

-1195.169

Constant

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Clearly, an individual’s psychological underpinnings to risk taking has an effect on the
framing of the games. It is interesting to note that risk taking propensity score is not statistically
significant for all regressions when framing is considered. As the framing variables are dummy
variables, the sample size of the number of observations where risk propensity score is low/high
and the frame dummies are non-zero can be small, leading to large standard errors and thereby
insignificant coefficient values.
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Table 20 reports the regression results of participants’ nature and nurture
variables, and games framing, as well their individual risk taking propensity score on the
level of risk taking in trading. The regression results again show no significance in
relation to the framing effects from the different games.

The results for all the

independent variables continues to hold when compared to Table 17, showing no
evidence of significant change arising from framing effects. Accordingly, my hypothesis
in relation to framing effects holds.
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Table 20: Effects of Nature and Nurture Variables plus Games Framing and Individual Risk taking
propensity score on the Level of Risk Taking in Trading
This table reports the regression results of participants’ nature and nurture variables, games framing as well their
individual risk taking propensity score on the level of risk taking in trading. I use four dependent variables to
capture the level of risk taking, namely Trade size, Relative margin utilisation, Ticks from market and Time in
market. Ticks from market and Time in market are split between participants trading under conditions of “need”
and of “no need”. Ordered probit regressions are used when Time in market is the dependent variable. Nature
variables refer to differentiated quality or characteristics that one is born with as opposed to nurture variables
which refer to differentiated attributes one acquires through life experiences within and outside the family structure
as well as exposure to national culture. Risk taking propensity score are participants’ self-assessed likelihood of
taking risk in survey responses to investing and gambling questions. Games framing relates to the positive or
negative frames presented in the four games that all participants partake. All variables are defined in Table 1.

Independent variables
Trade size
Nature variables:
Female

OLS
Ordered probit
Relative
Ticks from Ticks from
Time in
Time in
margin
market with market with market with market with
utilisation
need
no need
need
no need

-6.629***

-0.0703***

0.716**

-0.0743

0.576

-0.184*

Eldest child

-5.665***

-0.0606***

-0.493

-0.0891

-0.188

0.0617

Youngest child

4.120***

0.0398***

-0.368

-0.0184

-0.461

0.126

Digit ratio

0.497

-0.000285

0.693**

0.0365

-0.449

-0.0728

Nurture variables:
Age below 25

2.726***

0.0248***

0.703*

0.0236

-0.235

-0.0450

Postgraduates

2.926***

0.0299***

-0.347

-0.00880

-0.216

-0.176

Trading experience

2.185***

0.0190***

-0.150

0.00110

0.106

-0.0988

Family income from
salary

-2.252***

-0.0237***

0.236

0.0734

0.183

-0.154

Family income from
investment

7.821***

0.0844***

-0.918

0.0209

-0.975

-0.196

Strict childhood

3.429***

0.0320***

-0.403

0.0680

0.529

0.203*

Liberal childhood

-2.211**

-0.0285***

0.140

-0.0211

0.562

-0.100

Major family loss

4.284***

0.0420***

-0.228

0.0324

-1.356

0.0416

High masculinity culture

0.402

0.00274

0.363

-0.00721

0.203

-0.302

Superstitious inclination

0.839

0.00684

-0.0812

-0.0111

0.679

0.0780

1.688***

0.0193***

-0.0312

0.0277

0.502*

-4.30e-05

Games framing:
Trader game 1

0.661

0.00815

-0.127

-0.0471

-0.0351

-0.0120

Trader game 2

-0.473

0.000193

0.535

0.0213

0.461

0.0793

Trader game 3

-0.447

-0.00511

-0.265

-0.0307

0.0916

-0.0723

-0.0622***
828
0.311

-0.823
80
0.038

-0.0714
748
0.015

80
-83.361

748
-834.130

Risk taking propensity score

Constant
7.843***
Observations
828
Adj R2/Log likelihood
0.204
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION

My thesis examines the significance that factors relating to a person’s upbringing
(nurture) and genetic/birth factors (nature) can determine the level of risk taking an
individual engages in, in the context of trading financial products. I obtain the data for
the nature and nurture variables I examine by means of survey questions which
participants to the trading games complete on a voluntary basis. To observe the risk
taking behaviour of individuals in trading, I design a Virtual Trading Simulator (VTS)
through which individuals trade futures contracts with each other in real time. This
experiment enables me to extract the raw data from individuals’ trades, from which I
derive individual games level proxies of risk taking for my dependent variables. I
consider trade size and relative margin utilisation to be my primary proxies for risk taking
in trading, while my secondary dependent variables are ticks from market and time in
market.

From my multivariate regressions using both ordinary least squares (OLS) and
ordered probit (OP) analysis, I show that both nature and nurture variables are significant
predictors of an individual’s risk taking in trading. This confirms my primary hypothesis
that nature and nurture variables contribute to an individual’s level of risk taking. I also
show that an individual’s psychological risk taking and the framing effects of prospect
theory are not sufficient, by themselves, to explain fully all the variations in an
individual’s risk taking that I capture through my nature and nurture variables.
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The most significant implication of my findings is that it is possible to profile an
individual’s risk taking propensity based on knowing the individual’s background in
terms of their nature and nurture variables. This has real applications, such as in its use
to match individuals with investment products, to counsel individuals in career choice
and pathways, to match applicants with jobs in the financial industry, and to understand
one’s own risk profile in trading.

As with all research undertakings, this research has its limitations. It is plausible
that my examination of the level of risk taking at the aggregated individual game-level
fails to capture relevant information that could be captured at a more granular level, such
as within the trading sessions for each game or when examining individual, specific
trades. It would therefore be interesting to extend the findings of this research to look at
individuals’ risk taking at this finer level to detect if there are any differences in risk
taking. Analyses at the trading session and order level may thus allow for a fine tuning of
an individual’s risk taking propensity. Also, from a design perspective, the Virtual
Trading Simulator (VTS) that I use can be adapted to examine high frequency trading and
hidden orders to test if an individual’s risk taking in trading is robust across different
scenarios of trading. I leave this for my future research endeavours.
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APPENDIX 1: The Futures Trading Game

Introduction to the Game

The way some people think markets work, and the way markets actually work, is not
always the same. That prices - especially as they change - affect supply and demand may
not be fully recognised: increased demand may raise prices, but rising prices can also
increase demand. Consequently, rising prices may attract buyers rather than encourage
them to look for alternatives. So, if one believes that there is a connection between
increased investment in commodities futures and higher spot prices, it is not always clear
which one caused the other.

For commodities markets, the puzzle is a bit more

complicated because the supply of or demand for futures contracts is not the same as the
supply of or demand for the underlying commodity. Consequently, the number of long
(or short) futures positions is not directly tied to the available physical supply or
ownership. In fact, most contracts are closed out without anyone ever taking delivery of
the physical commodity.

At the same time, the futures markets are not wholly

independent of what is happening in the physical market.

The Games are configured to reflect such conditions. News relating to cash and carry,
price suppression, inventory supplies, cartels, hoardings, changes in market conditions of
contango and backwardation etc. are released into the market as they occur. As the news
hits the market, you can see the reaction in the spot and futures contracts prices reflected
in their volatility and drift. Similar effects can also be inferred from relevant indicators
such as order flow, trading volume and open interest. All of these can suggest the
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presence of speculation and/or manipulation in the futures market although it may be
harder to detect if it is taking place.

You are allocated 6-digits Trading IDs for anonymity (so DO NOT login with your
student ID) to participate in the 2 phases described herein:

Phase I (completely voluntary, see Participants Information Sheet and Consent Form)
As no two traders can achieve identical results using identical strategy, it is postulated
that one’s risk profile and management, individual differences and socio-demographic
factors can have a significant bearing on one’s approach to risk taking in trading and
investing. To develop some sense of self awareness in this respect, participation involves
completing an online survey (using the Trading ID provided) on self-assessed
personality measures relating to individual risk-taking, risk-perceptions and perceived
benefits, and socio-demographic factors.

Phase II (in-course compulsory requirement, see LUH Futures Contract Specifications
and Trading Platform User Guide)

You will next trade LUH futures contracts using a virtual trading platform (again using
the Trading ID provided). Your objective (as in any trading and investing activity) is to
make profits given the "state of play" in which the Games operate. “State of play” can be
described as a vector of traders’ positions, identities, market depth, news etc. The long
strategy is to always maximise the price received for his futures contracts. The short
strategy meanwhile always seek to minimise the price paid to close out a position.
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You may be able to profit in a number of ways but be forewarned that there is no “sure
thing” in any market:
1. Trade on news. Go long/short on positive/negative news as these tend to drive the
market up/down. You may also trade on the basis of the “trend” of news as occasionally
an event may have been priced-in by the time news of that event reaches the market.

2. Trade on spread (basis). As spot and futures prices tend to move in tandem, any
significant widening, narrowing or reversal of the spread can indicate potential for trading
profits. This can be an opportunity to go long or short based on the pricing dynamics of
spot and futures.

3. Inter-temporal arbitrage. Open, high, low and close prices of a session indicate levels
where traders have previously dared to venture, suggesting a revisit of those levels is not
out of reach. Breaking out of these levels can indicate renewed buying/selling interest and
hence an opportunity for one to ride the trend.

4. Trade on support and resistance. Support/resistance levels represent the bottom/top of
prices at that material point in time, suggesting a greater effort is necessary to break these
levels. The longer it takes to break these levels, the more violent the break will be. One
can therefore trade the range for smaller gains/loss or trade the breakout for larger
gains/loss.

5. Trade on market depth and order flow. Bid and offer volume at different price levels is
indicative of liquidity as well as market weighting. Successive hitting of bids/taking of
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offers can indicate selling/buying pressure. One may trade with the flow for a better
outcome.

You will participate in all the 4 games. Each game comprise 5 sessions of 5
minutes/session with a 1 minute break in-between sessions, amounting to circa 30
minutes duration per game. Trading in the settlement window session is however
confined to squaring your open positions so as to ensure all positions are closed out at
contract expiration.

You are to play the 4 games strictly in the following order as determined by your Trading
ID:
Trading IDs starting with:

1xxxxx and 6xxxxx: Game 1, 2, 3 and 4
2xxxxx and 7xxxxx: Game 2, 3, 4 and 1
3xxxxx and 8xxxxx: Game 3, 4, 1 and 2
4xxxxx and 9xxxxx: Game 4, 1, 2 and 3

The games have been configured such that every one of you can make a profit if you trade
according to the risk structure of each game you play. You would therefore want to vary
your trading approach according to the risk structure of each game, details as follow:

Game 1:
You need to earn the marks by making trading profits. A net (of interest) trading profit at
the conclusion of the game earns you 3 marks while a net loss results in zero marks.
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Game 2:
You need to avoid losing marks by not making trading losses. You are awarded 3 marks
upfront on the premise that you will be profitable at the conclusion of the game. However,
if you fail to make a net (of interest) trading profit at the conclusion of the game, you lose
your “pre-awarded” 3 marks.

Game 3:
You replay Game 1 but with the added stipulation that you need to be profitable for 2
sessions AND also need to trade in EVERY trading session. Failing to trade in EVERY
session results in disqualification, which means you get zero marks for this game.
As with Game 1, you also need to earn the marks by making trading profits. Achieving
profits in 2 sessions AND net (of interest) trading profit at the conclusion of the game
earns you 5 marks, and zero marks otherwise.

Game 4:
You replay Game 2 but with the added stipulation that you need to be profitable for 2
sessions AND also need to trade in EVERY trading session. Failing to trade in EVERY
session results in disqualification, which means you get zero marks for this game.
As with Game 2, you need to avoid losing marks by not making trading losses. You are
awarded 5 marks upfront on the premise that you will achieve profits in 2 sessions AND
net (of interest) trading profit at the conclusion of the game, failing which you lose your
“pre-awarded” 5 marks.
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Mandatory requirement:
A ONE-page report describing how your trading strategy changes in response to the
different risk characteristics across the 4 games. Specifically, write a short paragraph for
each game addressing risk-sensitive measures such as trade size, trade frequency, price
distance-to-market of orders placed, time-in-market before liquidation of orders, margin
utilisation, profit/loss etc.

This report carries 4 marks and is to be submitted via turnitin by 12pm on Monday,
June 6.

Other matters
It is advisable that you review the materials taught in Topics 6 – 8 on futures such as
characteristics of futures contracts vs spot, organised futures trading, open interest, order
types and placement, margins, marking to market, settlement, pricing dynamics of spot
and futures, basis risk, risk premia, market conditions such as contango, normal
backwardation etc. Additionally, you are expected to stay alert to news, price behaviour,
order flows etc. as these have a bearing on how you would position your trades.

Accompanied reading:
1. LUH Futures Contract Specifications
2. Trading Platform User Guide
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Appendix 2: Nature and Nurture Variables Survey

I am a

undergrad

postgrad

My gender is

male

female

My age group (years)

<21

21-25

26-30

31-35

>35

0

<1

1-2

2-3

>3

salary

business
owner

property
portfolio

bonds
investments

equities
investments

eldest
child

My experience in trading/investing (years)

My family/parents earn a living from
I spent most of my childhood in (specify
country)

__________

I am the ________ in my family (birth
order)

only
child

youngest
child

middle
child

My upbringing can be considered

liberal

balanced

strict

inclined

neutral

Not
inclined

My inclination towards superstitious
beliefs

natural disaster
(e.g. loss of
assets)

major financial loss
(e.g. loss of
livelihood)

I have experienced major loss situations in
my family from

death in family
(e.g. parent)

My exposure to major loss/disasters
(occurrence)

none

once

twice

Three
times

>3 times

thumb

index

middle

ring

last

My 2nd longest finger is the
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Appendix 3: Risk Taking Propensity Survey

GAMBLING AND INVESTING RISK-TAKING PROPENSITY SUBSCALES OF
DOSPERT SCALE

For each statement, please indicate the following:

a) your likelihood of engaging in each activity or behaviour by providing a rating
from 1 (very unlikely) to 5 (very likely).

b) how risky you perceive each situation by providing a rating from 1 (not at all
risky) to 5 (extremely risky).

c) your perceived benefits from each situation by providing a rating from 1 (no
benefits at all) to 5 (great benefits)

Gambling Risk-taking Propensity Subscale

– Betting a day’s income at the horse races

– Betting a day’s income at a high stake (defined as having a major interest in the
outcome) poker game (a type of card game in calling people’s bluff)
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– Betting a day’s income on the outcome of a sporting event (e.g. baseball, soccer, or
football)

– Gambling a week’s income at a casino

Investing Risk-taking Propensity Subscale

– Investing 5% of your annual income in a low volatility stock

– Investing 10% of your annual income in government bonds (treasury bills)

– Investing 10% of your annual income in a moderate growth mutual fund (defined as an
investment company that issues shares continuously and is obligated to repurchase them
from shareholders on demand)

– Investing 5% of your annual income in a very speculative stock
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